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PROSPECTUS 
Birthday Consolidated Gold MInes, Inc. 


OFFICE: 600 BENEFICIAL LIFE BLDG., SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
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THE SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION BE-


CAUSE SUCH SECURITIES ARE BELIEVED TO BE EXEMPTED FROM REGISTRATION. BUT SUCH EXEMPTION, IF 


AVAILABLE, IN NO SENSE INDICATES APPROVAL BY THE COMMISSION OF THE MERITS OF THESE SECURITIES.







AMENDED I'ROSPECTIJS 
DATED MARCH 31, 1939 


Re1ting to
A PROPOSED OFFERING OF NOT MORE THAN 


996,492 SHARES OF COMMON STOCK OF 


THE BIRTHDAY CONSOLIDATED 
GOLD MINES, INC. 


(A Nevada Corporation) 


$ .10 per share 


I.


 Incorporated----------------------------------------------------------June 3, 1935 
Total Authorized Capitalization------------------------$500,000.00 
Total Outstanding Capitalization 


as of the date of this	 $275,073.30 
Authorized capitalization consists of 5,000,000 shares 


of common stock with a par value of ten cents per share. 
All authorized stock has equal voting power, has equal 
rights and privileges, including those relating to the dis-
tribution of profits as dividends or distribution of net 
assets in case of dissolution or liquidation, and is non-
assessable. All stock either is, or will be, issued as fully 
paid, there is no preferred stock, no bonds, or funded in-
debtedness.


II. 
MANAGEMENT 


President and Director--------------------Charles S. Woodward 
Beneficial Life Bldg. Salt Lake City, Utah 


Vice-President and Director----------------Glen A. Finlayson
c/o Utah Oil Refining Co. Salt Lake City, Utah


Secretary--------------------------------------------------------R. W. Edmunds 
Beneficial Life Bldg. Salt Lake City, Utah 


Treasurer----------------------------------------------------------------L. G. Young 
First National Bank Bldg. Salt Lake City, 'Utah 


Director----------------------------------------------------------------L. 	 G. Young
Beneficial Life Bldg. Salt Lake City, UtaH 


Director ------------------------------------------------------------------Ben Bullock 
Provo, Utah


Director--------------------------------------------------------Sanders C. Dillon 
Front and Madison Streets , Wilmington, Delaware 


III.  
This company has a total authorized capital of five 


million (5,000,000) shares at the par value of ten (lOc) 
cents per share and is incorporated in a manner similar 
to mining corporations authorized to do business in 


Compressor House, Birthday Mine


Birthday Camp 


Western States. There is only one type of stock author-
ized for the reason that all stockholders and investors 
are accorded the same rights and privileges and in the 
event a dividend paying mine is developed, stockholders 
•are entitled to a return on their investment without 
first having to provide for preferential investors; 


IV. 


There has been issued by the corporation and now 
outstanding two million seven hundred fifty thousand 
seven hundred thirty-three (2,750,733) shares of common 
stock. Of this amount two million three hundred ninety-
two thousand three hundred fifty four (2,392,354) shares 
was the consideration given for the purchase of real and 
personal property obtained by the company since the 
time of its incorporation. One hundred seventy-seven 
thousand thirty-nine (177,039) shares have been issued 
for services perfomed for and on behalf of the company. 
One hundred eighty-one thousand three hundred forty 
(181,340) shares have been issued for cash for which the 
company received the sum of twelve thousand four 
hundred sixty-seven dollars and nine cents ($12,467.09). 
Predecessor companies expended in excess of 
thirteen thousand five hundred ($ 13 ,500.00) dollars in 
developing the property prior to acquisition by this 
company. Stock issued for property that has not been 
escrowed was issued to predecessor companies in 1935 
for their interests and they no longer hold the beneficial 
interest thereto.


V. 
The company proposes to offer not more than one 


million shares at ten (lOc) cents per share. The money 
realized from the sale of this stock is to be used for the 
following purposes and in the following order: Firstly, 
the building of approximately one. mile of road at an est-
im'ated cost of five thousand ($5,000.00) dollars; secondly, 
to erect the first unit of a mill (25 ton capacity) compris-
ing a crusher, Bail Mill Jig-amalgamation unit, concen-
trating table and power unit at an estimated cost of 
thirty thousand ($30,000.00) dollars; thirdly, to extend 
drifts along No. 4 vein approximately 300 feet to further 
explore these workings at an estimated cost of thirty-
six hundred ($3,600.00) dollars; fourthly, to extend drifts 
along Nos. 8 and 9 veins approximately two hundred 
(200) feet at an estimated cost of twenty-five hundred 
($2,500.00) dollars; fifthly, to drive an uprise to connect 
the No. 9 workings with the main Branson tunnel at an 
estimated cost of two thousand ($2,000.00) dollars; sixth-
ly, to extend the main Bransoñ development tunnel a 
distance of 'approximately seventeen hundred (1700) 
feet to intersect the No 8 and No. 4 veins at an estimated 
cost of twenty-five thousand five hundred ($25,500.00) 
dollars; the remaining money to be used for taxes, 
licenses, repairs and maintenance of buildings and other 
corporate purposes.







Supplemental to. Prospectus 
Published March 31, 1939. 


Since issuing our prospectus, March 31, 1939, 
we have sold, as of September 30, 1940, a total 
of 305,220 shares of Treasury stock at 10 cents 
per share, less commissions paid to salesmen. 


Refering to paragraph 5 of the prospectus, 
we have carried out the program as outlined 
therein with the following exceptions: 


PILOT MILL, BIRTHDAY MINE 


Firstly, instead of spending $5,000.00 con-	 . - 
structing one mile of road, we built a road which 
has served the purpose well for a total of $1,050.00.


Secondly, in October, 1939, we decided to 


put in a ten ton Pilot Mill, in order to test the 


ores on the No. 4 vein so as to determine the most 


suitable method of treatment. The results ob-


tained with this mill were most satisfactory. In 
July, 1940, the capacity of this mill was increased 
to 20 to 25 tons capacity each 24 hours. The total 
cost of the mill construction to date is $10,000.00, 


Thirdly, drifts have been extended along the 
No. 4 vein, as outlined in the prospectus, a distance 
of 500 feet. A raise has been driven from the 
No. 4 tunnel level to the surface, all in a good 
grade of mill ore. In mining ore for the mill a 
chute of high grade gold ore was discovered. 21 
shipments of crude ore have been taken from 
this chute of high grade, for which the American 
Smelting Company at Salt Lake City, Utah, paid 
$12,052.13. The company has shipped 19,561 
pounds of concentrates from the mill, for which 
the same smelter paid our company $7,050.62. On 
May 21, 1940, the smelter paid for one shipment 
of. 63 tons of crude ore and 594 pounds of concen-
trates, the sum of $5,591.25. This amount was 
received after deducting freight and smelting 
charges. 


CHECK IRECEIVED FOR SHIPMENT OF ORE, MAY 21, 1940







Fourthiy, no additional'work has been doneon 
either the No. 8 or No. 9 veins. 


Fifthly, the raise to connect the Branson tun-
nel with the No. 9 workings has not been driven. 


Sixthly, no further work has been done ex-
tending the main Branson Development Tunnel. 


Recenty the company sold ,to the Utah Galena 
Corporation five patented niining claims known 
as Roy Nos. I to 5, incluSive, located in WiUow 


L SpriT1gs Mithng Distri'ct, Tooele 'County, iUtah. 
'The congideration .received for these claims 'was 


sed to purhase he 'hoidigs of the Index Miing 
Company, located in the Spruce Mountain Mining 
District, 'Elko County, l.evada. Careful conSidera-
tion was given to both the above mentioned deals 
'by the directors be'fore a decision was made. 


"Ihe management thinks 'that a gold, si'iver, 
lead and copper .mne of importance scan be devei-


oped at the I.ndex prope.r;ty in Spruce Moun'tain, 
Nevada. 


No work is contemplated on the Index pro-
perty intil after the completion of the Branson 
Development Tunnel at the Birthday Mine, near 
Lowman, Idaho. 


• It 'is Uhe recommendation of the management 
that ample :mach.i*nery be provided at once, and 
that we proceed to 'complete the Branson Devei-
opment Tunnel into the No. 4 ein. 


The development work during the past 18 
months on the No. 4 ve.i.n indicates that a mine of 
major impoitance 'should Ibe opened bty completing 
this development tunnel. 


'CHARLES :S. 'WOOD'WARD, 
President. 


December '7, 1'940.







Outcrop No. Vein Birthday Mine Outcrop No. 9 Vein 


If the full amount of money can be realized the en-
tire program will be completed, but no representations 
are made that the full, amount will be raised... In the 
event only a portion of the proceeds are realized the 
money will be invested in developing the property as 
it is received and no returns to the investors will be 
made unless commercial ore is developed prior to com-
pletion of the program.


VI. 


No stock has been issued within one year prior to 
the date of this Prospectus to any promoter or organizer 
for services rendered in excess of actual expenses of 
such promoter or organizer. 


No securities have been issued to any promoter or 
organizer for property which was not acquired by such 
promoter or organizer within one year prior to the offer-
ing herein exempted to the extent that such promoter or 
organizer still holds the beneficial ownership of such se-
curities. 


There has been issued to Charles S. Woodward as 
trustee three hundred thousand (300,000) shares in con-
sideration of the trnsfer and conveyance of five unpat-
ented mining claims located and transferred within 
one year prior to the date of this prospectus. The only 
consideration paid for these claims was the cost of locat-
ing them, but they are necessary for properly develop-
ing the property and the stock is held for the benefit of 
stockholders of record when locations were made. These 
th] ee hundred thousand (30t),000) shares have been es-
crowed' with L. G. Young of the First National Bank, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, with the , provision that the same 
be held by the escrow holder and shall not be disposed 
of or be entitled to any distribution, unless the holders 
of securities who pay cash therefore shall have been 
repaid an amount equal to the net amount received by 
the issuer from the sale of said securities, until the issu-
er shall have earned a net profit from operations for a 
period of one year. 


The offering is proposed to be made at par ten (lOc) 
cents per share to net the company not less than seven 
and one-half ( 7 1/2) cents per share, but in no case will the 
aggregate offering price to the public be in excess of 
ninety-nine thousand six hundred forty-nine and 20/100 
($99 ,649.20 ) dollars. The twenty-five ( 25%) per cent 
commission allowed by the company covers the cost 
of selling, advertising for sale and all expenses of dis-
tribution of the stock. The stock will be sold by salesmen 
employed by the company for the purpose, and no of-
ficer of director will participate in any commissions, 
(underwriting or otherwise), in connection with the 
distribution.	 '	 ' 


VII. 
The company has no funded debt, but there is a 


royalty payment in the amount of nine thousand two 
hundred ten dollars and sixty-eight ($ 9 ,210.68) cents to 


Lower Development Tunnel, Birthday Mine


be paid at the rate of five (5) per cent from the net 
smelter returns of the ore after transportation has been 
deducted, no payments are now due and none are to be 
made unless the company realizes a profit from the 
shipment and sale of ore.


VIII. 
The outstanding debts of the company, excluding 


the royalty payment, amount to one thousand three 
hundred ninety-four dollars and eighty-three cents 
($1,394.83).


IX. 
There is no officer or employee of the issuer who is 


to be paid or expected to be paid an aggregate amount 
(as salary, bonus, fee or any other form of remunera-
tion) during the coming year in excess of six thousand 
($6 ,000.00) dollars.


X. 
The company has acquired from the Utah Galena 


Corporation within the past three years five patented 
mining claims for which it issued nine hundred sixty 
thousand (960,000) shares of stock. The amount paid by 
the Utah Galena Company for this property was the 
sum of fifteen thousand one hundred seventy-five ($15,-
175.00) dollars. Of the nine hundred sixty thousand 
(960,000) shares of stock issued eight hundred eight 
thousand eight hundred twenty-five (808,825) have been 
escrowed with L. G. Young of the First National Bank, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, with the provision that the same 
be held by the escrow holder and shall not be disposed 
of or be entitled to any distribution unless the holders 
of securities who paid cash therefor shall have been re-
paid in an amount equal to the net amount received by 
the issuer from the sale of said securities until the issuer 
shall have realized enough profit from all sales for any 
one year. The amount paid by the Utah Galena Corpor-
ation for this property being taken as the fair cash value 
of the same, which accounts for the difference between 
the number of shares of stock issued and the number of 
shares escrowed.


XI. 
The principal assets of the company consist of 


five (5) patented mining claims known as the Roy Nos. 
one to five inclusive, located in the Gold Hill Mining 
District, Tooele County, State of Utah, comprising ap-
proximately one hundred (100) acres; fifty-four (54) un-
patented mining claims located approximately twelve 
(12) miles east of Lownian, Idaho, known and designated 
generally as the Birthday, Branson and Payette groups;







and a homestead comprising one hundred nineteen 
(119) acres of patented land adjoining the unpatented 
claims. The fifty-four (54) unpatented mining claims 
embrace approximately one thousand twelve (1,012) 
acres. Title to the patented mining claims and the 
homestead is absolute and unconditional by warranty 
deed, title to the unpatented claims is by location and 
quit claim deed and that to the personal property is 
by bills of sale from the owners. 


There is erected on the homestead and unpatented 
claims four (4) log cabins sufficiently large to accom-
modate twenty (20) men, a galvanized sheet iron com-
pressor house and a two room frame building. One of 
the buildings is used as a boarding house, and is fully 
equipped with the necessary boarding house equipment. 
The company has filed on a spring and water is piped 
into these buildings. There is also a blacksmith shop 
equipped with the necessary tools to service and main-
tam the company equipment. 	 S 


The company owns outright a McCormick-Deering 
Diesel Engine, 55 horse power, a Gardner-Denver Com-• 
pressor with a two drill capacity; five standard mining 
cars, approximately two thousand two hundred (2;200) 
feet of mining rails, two Gardner-Denver drifting ma-
chines and mining steel and equipment to execute the 
contemplated development program. 


The property located at Lowman, Idaho, has a good 
highway passing within a short distance from the work-
ings. The nearest railroad point is Banks, Idaho, a dis-
tance of forty-seven (47) miles. Highway conditions are 
such that hauling can be done practically the full year. 


Extensive development work has been done on the 
unpatented mining claims, but there still remains con-
siderable exploration work to determine whether there 
are substantial ore bodies existing at depth below the 
surface outcroppings. The work done centers generally 
around six localities, and these are as follows: 


On the Birthday No. 4 claim six open cuts of shal-
low depth were extended into a quartz vein for a 
distance along it of six hundred (600) feet. At 
a depth of one hundred thirty-eight (138) feet below 
these open cuts a cross-cut tunnel has been driven a 
distance of two hundred forty (240) feet. This tunnel is 
five feet by seven feet and at the present distance has 
cut into a vein of the same characteristics and compo-
sition as that opened up on the surface. Drifts five feet 
wide and seven feet high have been extended easterly 
and westerly along the course of the vein for a distance 
of two hundred (200) feet. Numerous samples have 
been taken of this vein and assay returns in all instances 
show the presence of gold and silver. This vein varies 
in width from three feet to eight feet. 


On the Birthday No. 8 claim one open cut was run 
into a quartz vein approximately six feet wide. At a 
depth of two hundred thirty (230) feet below this open 
cut a cross-cut tunnel has been driven three hundred 
sixty-nine (369) feet. This tunnel is five feet by seven 
feet and has intersected a vein of similar composition 
and characteristics as that exposed on the surface. At 
this depth it shows a width of ten feet and drifts have 
been extended easterly and westerly for a distance of 
sixty (60) feet. Numerous samples have been taken 
accross the face of this vein and assay returns indicate 
the presence of gold and silver. 


On the Birthday No. 9 claim an open cut was driven 
into a quartz vein approximately five feet wide. At a 
depth of ninety (90) feet below the open cut a cross-cut 
tunnel five by seven feet was driven a distance of one 
hundred eighty-seven (187) feet. This cross-cuts a vein of 
similar composition and characteristics as exposed on 
the surface, and numerous samples taken from the face 
indicate the presence of gold and silver. Drifts five 
feet by seven feet have been extended along this vein 
for a distance of eighty-six (86) feet.


On the Birthday No. 12 mining claim, open cuts 
have been driven into a quartz vein exposing gold bear-
ing quartz along the surface for a distance of three 
hundred (300) feet. At a depth of seventy-five (75) feet 
below these open cuts a cross-cut tunnel has been driven 
one hundred(l00) feet. This intersects a vein of similar 
composition and characteristics as that exposed on the 
surface. No drifting has been done on this vein from 
the tunnel level. 


On the Platinum Blond claim an open cut has been 
dug on the surface exposing what is known as the Bran-
son vein. At a depth of fifty (50) feet below this open 
cut a tunnel five feet by seven feet has been driven one 
hundred twenty (120) feet. This intersects .a vein of 
similar composition and characteristics as that exposed 
on the surface. No drifting has been done on this vein 
from the tunnel level. 


The Birthday No. 24 claim is located below the 
other claims referred to herein. The lower develop-
ment tunnel, known as the Branson tunnel, has been 
driven northerly into the mountain a distance of four 
hundred sixty-four (464) feet. From the direction and 
depth of the veins so far exposed) this tunnel should 
cross-cut all the other veins exposed on the surface. 
This tunnel is five and one-half (51/2) feet by seven and 
one-half (7/2) feet, and has been driven a distance of 
four hundred sixty-four (464) feet. At a distance of 
three hundred twenty-two (322) feet in from the portal 
a vein has been cross-cut at a depth of one hundred 
sixty (160) feet from the surface which has the same 
composition and characteristics as the vein exposed on 
the No. 9 claim. The tunnel has not been driven suf-
ficiently far to intersect any of the other veins. 


Evidences of mineralization on the property are 
found in the fact that at least two hundred twenty-five 
(225) samples have been taken from the different veins 
and in all instances the assay returns show the presence 
of gold and silver. An assay sheet is maintained show-
ing the locations of the samples taken, and the value 
of the minerals as determined by the assay report. 
Several trial shipments have been made and the smel-
ter returns indicate the presence of gold and silver. 
Ore in substantial commercial quantities has not yet 
been developed.	 S 


The present plan of developing this property con-
sists of the continuation of the lower development 
tunnel until all veins appearing on the surface have 
been cross-cut at the lowest possible depth. This will 
make it possible to drain the water from all workings 
in the moUntain and will provide a main transportation 
tunnel, which will allow an economical and feasible 
method of extracting the ore bearing vein materials. 


XII.  


There are no license or contingent oblibations. 


XIII.  


The present offering consists of as much of the stock 
of the company as in the judgment of the directors may 
be necessary to carry out the present development 
plans for the company and for other corporate purposes. 
The purpose of the present offering is to provide the 
company with sufficient capital to continue its develop-
ment work.	 S 


BIRTHDAY CONSOLIDATED GOLD MINES, INC. 
600 Beneficial Life Bldg.	 Salt Lake City, Utah 


By Charles S. Woodward, 
President. 


Dated March 31, 1939.
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CAUSE SUCH SECURITIES ARE BELIEVED TO BE EXEMPTED FROM REGISTRATION. BUT SUCH EXEMPTION, IF 


AVAILABLE, IN NO SENSE INDICATES APPROVAL BY THE COMMISSION OF THE MERITS OF THESE SECURITIES.







AMENDED PROSPECTUS 
DATED MARCH 31, 1939 


Relating to
A PROPOSED OFFERING OF. NOT MORE THAN


996,492 SHARES OF COMMON STOCK OF 


THE BIRTHDAY CONSOLIDATED 
GOLD MINES, INC. 


(A Nevada Corporation) 


$ .10 per share 


I.


 Incorporated----------------------------------------------------------June 3, 1935 
Total Authorized Capitalization------------------------$500,000.00 
Total Outstanding CapitaIiation 


as of the date of this Prospectus------------$275,073.30 
Authorized capitalization consists of 5,000,000 shares 


'of common stock with a par value of ten cents per share. 
All authorized stock has equal voting power, has equal 
rights and privileges, including those relating to the dis-
tribution of profits as dividends or distribution of net 
assets in case of dissolution or liquidation, and is non-
assessable. All stock either is, or will be, issued as fully 
paid, there is no preferred stock, no bonds, or funded in-
debtedness.


II. 
MANAGEMENT 


President and Director--------------------Charles S. Woodward 
Beneficial Life Bldg. Salt Lake City, Utah 


Vice-President and Director----------------Glen A. Finlayson
c/o Utah Oil Refining Co. Salt Lake City, Utah


Secretary--------------------------------------------------------R. W. Edmunds 
Beneficial Life Bldg. Salt Lake City, Utah


Treasurer----------------------------------------------------------------L. G. Young 
First National Bank Bldg. Salt Lake City, Utah 


Director---------------------------------------------------------------L. G. Young 
Beneficial Life Bldg. Salt Lake City, Utah


Director------------------------------------------------------------------Ben Bullock
Provo, Utah


Director--------------------------------------------------------Sanders C. Dillon 
Front and Madison Streets Wilmington, Delaware 


III.  
This company has a total authorized capital of five 


million (5,000,000) shares at the par value of ten (lOc) 
cents per share and is incorporated in a manner similar 
to mining corporations authorized 'to do business in 


Compressor House, Birthday Mine


Birthday Camp 


Western States. There is only one type of stock author-
ized for the reason that all stockholders and investors 
are accorded the same rights and privileges and in the 
event a dividend paying mine is developed, stockholders 
are entitled to a return on their investment without 
first having to provide for preferential investors. 


IV. 


There has been issued by the corporation and now 
outstanding two million seven hundred fifty thousand 
seven hundred thirty-three (2,750,733) shares of common 
stock. Of this amount two million three hundred ninety-
two thousand three hundred fifty four (2,392,354) shares 
was the consideration given for the purchase of real and 
personal property obtained by the company since the 
time of its incorporation. One hundred seventy-seven 
thousand thirty-nine (177,039) shares have been issued 
for services perfomed for and on behalf of the company. 
One hundred eighty-one thousand three hundred forty 
(181,340) shares have been issued for cash for which the 
company received the sum of twelve thousand four 
hundred sixty-seven dollars and nine cents ($12,467.09). 
Predecessor companies expended in excess of 
thirteen thousand five hundred ($13,500.00) dollars in 
developing the property prior to acquisition by this 
company. Stock issued for property that has not been 
escrowed was issued to predecessor companies i.n 1935 
for their interests and they no longer hold the beneficial 
interest thereto.


-V. 
The company proposes to offer not more than one 


million shares at ten (lOc) cents per share. The money 
realized from the sale of this stock is to be used for the 
following purposes and in the following order: Firstly, 
the building of approximately one mile of road at an est-
imated cost of five thousand ($5,000.00) dollars; secondly, 
to erect the first unit of a mill (25 ton capacity) compris-
ing a crusher, Bail Mill Jig-amalgamation unit, concen-
trating table and power unit at an estimated cost of 
thirty thousand ($30,000.00) dollars; thirdly, to extend 
drifts along No. 4 vein approximately 300 feet to further 
explore these workings at an estimated cost p1 thirty-
six hundred ($3,600.00) dollars; fourthly, to extend drifts 
along Nos. 8 and 9 veins approximately two hundred 
(200) feet at an estimated cost of twenty-five hundred 
($2,500.00) dollars; fifthly, to drive an uprise to connect 
the No. 9 workings with the main Branson tunnel at an 
estimated cost of two thousand ($2,000.00) dollars; sixth-
ly, to extend the main Branson development tunnel a 
distance of approximately seventeen hundred (1700) 
feet to intersect the No 8 and No.. 4 veins at an estimated 
cost of twenty-five thousand five hundred ($25,500.00) 
dollars; the remaining money to be used for taxes, 
licenses, repairs and maintenance of buildings and other 
corporate purposes.







Supplemental to Prospectus 
Published March 31, 1939. 


Since issuing our prospectus, March 31, 1939, 	 Secondly, in October, 1939, we decided to 
we have sold, as of September 30, 1940, a total 	 put in a ten ton Pilot Mill, in order to test the 
of 305,220 shares of Treasury stock at 10 cents 	 ores on the No. 4 vein so as to determine the most 
per share, less commissions paid to salesmen. 	 suitable method of treatment. The results ob-


Ref ering to paragraph 5 of the prospectus, 
we have carried out the program as outlined 
therein with the following exceptions: 


PILOT MILL, BIRTHDAY MINE 


Firstly, instead of spending $5,000.00 con-
structing one mile of road, we built a road which 
has served the purpose well for a total of $1,050.00.


tamed with this mill were most satisfactory. In 
July, 1940, the capacity of this mill was increased 
to 20 to 25 tons capacity each 24 hours. The total 
cost of the mill construction to date is $10,000.00 


Thirdly, drifts have been extended along the 
No. 4 vein, as outlined in the prospectus, a distance 
of 500 feet. A raise has been driven from the 
No. 4 tunnel level to the surface, all in a good 
grade of mill ore. In mining ore for the mill a 
chute of high grade gold ore was discovered. 21 
shipments of crude ore have been taken from 
this chute of high grade, for which the American 
Smelting Company at Salt Lake City, Utah, paid 
$12,052.13. The company has shipped 19,561 
pounds of concentrates from the mill, for which 
the same smelter paid our company $7,050.62. On 
May 21, 1940, the smelter paid for one shipment 
of 63 tons of crude ore and 594 pounds of concen-
trates, the sum of $5,591.25. This amount was 
received after deducting freight and smelting 
charges. 


CHECK RECEIVED FOR SHIPMENT OF ORE, MAY 21, 1940







Fourthly, no. additional work has been done on 
either the No. 8 or No. 9 veins.


oped at the Index property in Spruce Mountain, 
Nevada. 


• Fifthly, the raise to connect the Branson tun-
nel . with the No. 9 workings has not been driven. 


Sixthly, no further work has been done ex-
tending the main Branson Development Tunnel. 


Recently the company sold to the Utah Galena 
Corporation five patented mining claims known 
as Roy Nos. 1 to 5, inclusive, located in Willow 
Springs Mining District, Tooele County, Utah. 
The consideration received for these claims was 
used to purchase the holdings of the Index Mining 
Company, located in the Spruce Mountain Mining 
District, Elko County, Nevada. Careful considera-
tion was given to both the above, mentioned deals 
by the directors before a decision was made. 


The management thinks that a gold, silver, 
lead and copper mine of importance can be devel-


No work is contemplated on the Index pro-
perty until after the completion of the Branson 
Development Tunnel at the Birthday Mine, near 
Lowman, Idaho. 


It is the recommendation of the management 
that ample machinery be provided at once, and 
that we proceed to complete the Branson Devel-
opment Tunnel into the No. 4 vein. 


The development work during the past 18 
months on the No. 4 vein indicates that a mine of 
major importance should be opened by completing 
this development tunnel. 


CHARLES S. WOODWARD, 
•	 President. 


December .7, 1940.
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If the full amount of money can be realized the en-
tire program will be completed, but no representations 
are made that the full amount will be raised. In the 
event only a portion of the proceeds are realized the 
money will be invested in developing the prOperty as 
it is received and no returns to the investors will be 
made unless commercial ore is developed prior to com-
pletion of the program.


VI. 


No stock has been issued within one year prior to 
the date of this Prospectus to any promoter or organizer 
for services rendered in excess of actual expenses of 
such promoter or organizer. 


No securities have been issued to any promoter or 
organizer for property which was not acquired by such 
promoter or organizer within one year prior to the offer-
ing herein exempted to the extent that such promoter or 
organizer still holds the beneficial ownership of such se-
curities. 


There has been issued to Charles S. Woodward as 
trustee three hundred thousand (300,000) shares in con-
sideration of the transfer and conveyance of five unpat-
ented mining claims located and transferred within 
one year prior to the date of this prospectus. The only 
consideration paid for these claims ws the cost of locat-
ing them, but they are necessary for properly develop-
ing the property and the stock is held for the benefit of 
stockholders of record when locations were made. These 
thi ee hundred thousand (300,000) shares have been es-
crowed with L. G. Young of the First National Bank, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, with the provision that the same 
be held by the escrow holder and shall not be disposed 
of or be entitled to any distribution, unless the holders 
of securities who pay cash therefore shall have been 
repaid an amount equal to the net amount received by 
the issuer from the sale of said securities, until the issu-
er shall have earned a net profit from operations for a 
period of one year. 


The offering is proposed to be made at par ten (lOc) 
cents per share to net the company not less than seven 
and onehalf (7½) cents per share, but in no case will the 
aggregate offering price to the public be in •excess of 
ninety-nine thousand six hundred forty-nine and 20/100 
($99,649.20) dollars. The twenty-five ( 25%) per cent 


• commission allowed by the company covers the cost 
of selling, advertising for sale and all expenses of dis-
tribution of the stock. The stock will be sold by salesmen 
employed by the company for the purpose, and no of-
ficer of director will participate in any commissions, 
(underwriting or otherwise), in connection with the 
distribution.


VII. 
The company has no funded debt, but there is a 


royalty payment in the amount of nine thousand two 
hundred ten dollars and sixty-eight ($ 9 , 21 0 .68) cents to 


Lower Development Tunnel, Birthday Mine


be paid at the rate of five (5) per cent from the net 
smelter returns of the ore after transportation has been 
deducted, no payments are now due and none are to be 
made unless the company realizes a profit from the 
shipment and sale of ore.


VIII. 
The outstanding debts of the company, excluding 


the royalty payment, amount to one thousand three 
hundred ninety-four dollars and eighty-three cents 
($1,394.83).


ix.  
There is iio officer or employee of the issuer who is 


to be paid or expected to be paid an aggregate amount 
(as salary, bonus, fee or any other form of remunera-
tion) during the coming year in excess of six thousand 
($6 ,000.00) dollars.


x.  
The company has acquired from the Utah Galena 


Corporation within the past three years five patented 
mining claims for which it issued nine hundred sixty 
thousand (960,000) shares of stock. The amount paid by 
the Utah Galena Company for this property. was the 
sum of fifteen thousand one hundred seventy-five ($15,-
175.00) dollars. Of the nine hundred sixty thousand 
(960,000) shares of stock issued eight hundred eight 
thousand eight hundred twenty-five (808,825) have been 
escrowed with L. G. Young of the First National Bank, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, with the provision that the same 
be held by the escrow holder and shall not be disposed 
of or be entitled to any distribution unless the holders 
of securities who paid cash therefor shall have been re-
paid in an amount equal to the net amount received by 
the issuer from the sale of said securities until the issuer 
shall have realized enough profit from all sales for any 
one year. The amount paid by the Utah Galena Corpor-
ation for this property being taken as the fair cash value 
of the same, which accounts for the difference between 
the number of shares of stock issued and the number of 
shares escrowed.


XI. 
The principal assets of the conipany consist of 


five (5) patented mining claims known as the Roy Nos. 
one to five inclusive, located in the Gold Hill Mining 
District, Tooele County, State of Utah, comprising ap-
proximately one hundred (100) acres; fifty-four (54) un-
patented mining claims located approximately twelve 
(12) miles east of Lowman, Idaho, known and designated 
generally as the Birthday, Branson and Payette groups;







and a homestead comprising one hundred nineteen 
(119) acres of patented land adjoining the unpatented 
claims. The fifty-four (54) unpatented mining claims 
embrace approximately one thousand twelve (1,012) 
acres. Title to the patented mining claims and the 
homestead is absolute and unconditional by warranty 
deed, title to the unpatented claims is by. location and 
quit claim deed and that to the personal property is 
by bills of sale from the owners. 


There is erected on the homestead and unpatented 
claims four (4) log cabins sufficiently large to accom-
modate twenty (20) men, a galvanized sheet iron com-
pressor house and a two room frame building. One of 
the buildings is used as a boarding house, and is fully 
equipped with the necessary boarding house equipment. 
The company has filed on a spring and water is piped 
into these buildings. There is also a blacksmith shop 
equipped with the necessary tools to service and main-
tam the company equipment. 


The company owns outright a McCormick-Deering 
Diesel Engine, 55 horse power, a Gardner-Denver Com-
pressor with a two drill capacity; five standard mining 
cars, approximately two thousand two hundred (2,200) 
feet of mining rails, two Gardner-Denver drifting ma-
chines and mining steel and equipment to execute the 
contemplated development program. 


The property located at Lowman, Idaho, has a good 
highway passing within a short distance from the work-
ings. The nearest railroad point is Banks, Idaho, a dis-
tance of forty-seven (47) miles. Highway conditions are 
such that hauling can be done practically the full year. 


Extensive development work has been done on the 
unpatented mining claims, but there still remains con-
siderable exploration work to determine whether there 
are substantial ore bodies existing at depth. below the 
surface outcroppings. The work done centers generally. 
around six localities, and these are as follows: 


On the Birthday No. 4 claim six open cuts of shal-
low depth were extended into a quartz vein for a 
distance along it of six hundred (600) feet. At 
a depth of one hundred thirty-eight (138) feet below 
these open cuts a cross-cut tunnel has been driven a 
distance of two hundred forty (240) feet. This tunnel is 
five feet by seven feet and at the present distance has 
cut into a vein of the same characteristics and compo-
sitidn as that opened up on the surface. Drifts five feet 
wide and seven feet high have been extended easterly 
and westerly along the course of the vein for a distance 
of two hundred (200) feet. Numerous samples have 
been taken of this vein and assay returns in all instances 
show the presence of gold and silver. This vein varies 
in width from three feet to eight feet. 


On the Birthday No. 8 claim one open cut was run 
into a quartz vein approximately six feet wide. At a 
depth of two hundred thirty (230) feet below this open 
cut a cross-cut tunnel has been driven three hundred 
sixty-nine (369) feet. This tunnel is five feet by seven 
feet and has intersected a vein of similar composition 
and characteristics as that exposed on the surface. At 
this depth it shows a width of ten feet and drifts have 
been extended easterly and westerly for a distance of 
sixty (60) feet. Numerous samples have been taken 
accross the face of this vein and assay returns indicate 
the presence of gold and silver. 


On the Birthday No. 9 claim an open cut was driven 
into a quartz vein approximately five feet wide. At a 
depth of ninety (90) feet below the open cut a cross-cut 
tunnel five by seven feet was driven a distance of one 
hundred eighty-seven (187) feet. This cross-cuts a vein of 
similar composition and characteristics as exposed on 
the surface, and numerous samples taken from the face 
indicate the presence of gold and silver. Drifts five 
feet by seven feet have been extended along this vein 
for a distance of eighty-six (86) feet.


On the Birthday No. 12 mining claim, open cuts 
have been driven into a quartz vein exposing gold bear-
ing quartz along the surface for a distance of three 
hundred (300) feet. At a depth of seventy-five (75) feet 
below these open cuts a cross-cut tunnel has been driven 
one hundred (100) feet. This intersects a vein of similar 
composition and characteristics as that exposed on the 
surface. No drifting has been done on this vein from 
the tunnel level. 


On the Platinum Blond claim an open cut has been 
dug on the surface exposing what is known as the Bran-
son vein. At a depth of fifty (50) feet below this open 
cut a tunnel five feet by seven feet has been driven one 
hundred twenty (120) feet. This intersects a vein of 
similar composition and characteristics as that exposed 
on the surface. No drifting has been done on this vein 
from the tunnel level. 


The Birthday No. 24 claim is located below the 
other claims referred to herein. The lower develop-
ment tunnel, known as the Branson tunnel, has been 
driven northerly into the mountain a distance of four 
hundred sixty-four (464) feet. From the direction and 
depth of the veins so far exposed, this tunnel should 
cross-cut all the other veins exposed on the surface. 
This tunnel is five and one-half (5 1/2) feet by seven and 
One-half (7/2) feet, and has been driven a distance of 
four hundred sixty-four (464) feet. At a distance of 
three hundred twenty-two (322) feet in from the portal 
a vein has been cross-cut at a depth of one hundred 
sixty (160) feet from the surface which has the same 
composition and characteristics as the vein exposed on 
the No. 9 claim. The tunnel has not been driven suf-
ficiently far to intersect any of the other veins. 


Evidences of mineralization on the property are 
found In the fact that at least two hundred twenty-five 
(225) samples have been taken from the different veins 
and in all instances the assay returns show the presence 
of gold andsi1ver. An assay sheet is maintained show-
ing the locations of the samples taken, and the value 
of the minerals as determined by the assay report. 
Several trial shipments have been made and the smel-
ter returns indicate the presence of gold and silver. 
Ore in substantial commercial quantities has not yet 
been developed. 


The present plan of developing this property con-
sists of the continuation of the lower development 
tunnel until all veins appearing on the surface have 
been cross-cut at the lowest possible depth. This will 
make it possible to drain the water from all workings 
in the mountain and will provide a main transportation 
tunnel, which will allow an economical and feasible 
method of extracting the ore bearing vein materials. 


XII. •.• 


There are no license or contingent oblibations. 


XIII.  


The present offering consists of as much of the stock 
of the company as in the judgment of the directors may 
be necessary to carry out the present development 
plans for the company and for other corporate purposes. 
The purpose of the present offering is to provide the 
company with sufficient capital to continue its develop-
ment work. 


BIRTHDAY CONSOLIDATED GOLD MINES, INC. 
600 Beneficial Life Bldg.	 Salt Lake City, Utah 


By Charles S. Woodward, 
President. 


Dated March 31, 1939.
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AMENDED PROSPECTUS 
DATED MARCH 31, 1939 


Relating to
A PROPOSED OFFERING OF NOT MORE THAN 


996,492 SHARES OF COMMON STOCK OF 


THE BIRTHDAY CONSOLIDATED 
GOLD MINES, INC. 


(A Nevada Corporation) 


$ .10 per share 


I.


3, 1935 
Total Authorized	 $500,000.00 
Total Outstanding Capitalization 


• as of the date of this 	 $275,073.30 
Authorized capitalization consists of 5,000,000 shares 


of common stock with a par value of ten cents per share. 
All authorized stock has equal voting power, has equal 
rights and privileges, including those relating to the dis-
tribution of profits as dividends or distribution of net 
assets in case of dissolution or liquidation, and is non-
assessable. All stock either is; or will be, issued as fully 
paid, there is no preferred stock, no bonds, or funded in-
debtedness.


II. 
MANAGEMENT 


President and Director--------------------Charles S. Woodward 
Beneficial Life Bldg. Salt Lake City, Utah 


Vice-President and Director----------------Glen A. Finlayson
c/o Utah Oil Refining Co. Salt Lake City, Utah


Secretary--------------------------------------------------------R. W. Edmunds 
Beneficial Life Bldg. Salt Lake City, Utah 


Treasurer----------------------------------------------------------------L. G. Young 
First National Bank Bldg. Salt Lake City, Utah 


Director---------------------------------------------------------------L. G 	 Young
Beneficial Life Bldg. Salt Lake City, Utah


Director------------------------------------------------------------------Ben Bullock
Provo, Utah


Director--------------------------------------------------------Sanders C. Dillon 
Front and Madison Streets Wilmington, Delaware 


III.  
This company has a total authorized capital of f-ive 


million (5,000,000) shares at the par value of ten (lOc) 
cents per share and is incorporated in a manner similar 
to mining corporations authorized to do business in 


Compressor House, Birthday Mine


Birthday Camp 


Western States. There is only one type of stock author-
ized for the reason that all stockholders and investors 
are accorded the same rights and privileges and in the 
event a dividend paying mine is developed, stockholders 
are entitled to a return on their investment without 
first having to provide for preferential investors. 


IV. 


• There has been issued by the corporation and now 
outstanding two million seven hundred fifty thousand 
seven hundred thirty-three (2,750,733) shares of common 
stock. Of this amount two million three hundred ninety-
two thousand three hundred fifty four (2,392,354) shares 
was the consideration given for the purchase of real and 
personal property obtained by the company since the 
time of its incorporation. One hundred seventy-seven 
thousand thirty-nine (177,039) shares have been issued 
for services perfomed for and on behalf of the company. 
One hundred eighty-one thousand three hundred forty 
(181,340) shares have been issued for cash for which the 
company received the sum of twelve thousand four 
hundred sixty-seven dollars and nine cents ($12,467.09). 
Predecessor companies expended in excess of 
thirteen thousand five hundred ($13,500.00) dollars in 
developing the property • prior to acquisition by this 
company. Stock issued for property that ha not been 
escrowed was issued to predecessor companies in 1935 
for their interests and they no longer hold the beneficial 
interest thereto.


V. 
The company proposes to offer not more than one 


million shares at ten (lOc) cents per share. The money 
realized from the sale of this stock is to be used for the 
following purposes and in the following order: Firstly, 
the building of approximately one mile of road at an est-
imated cost of five thousand ($5,000.00) dollars; secondly, 
to erect the first unit of a mill (25 ton capacity) compris-
ing a crusher, Ball Mill Jig-amalgamation unit, concen-
trating table and power unit at an estimated cost of 
thirty thousand ($30,000.00) dollars; thirdly, to extend 
drifts along No. 4 vein approximately 300 feet to further 
explore these workings at an estimated cost of thirty-
six hundred ($3,600.00) dollars; fourthly, to extend. drifts 
along Nos. 8 and 9 veins approximately two hundred 
(200) feet at an estimated cost of twenty-five hundred 
($2,500.00) dollars; fifthly, to drive an uprise to connect 
the No. 9 workings with the main Branson tunnel at an 
estimated cost of two thousand ($2,000.00) dollars; sixth-
ly, to extend the main Branson development tunnel a 
distance of approximately seventeen hundred (1700) 
feet to intersect the No 8 and No. 4 veins at an estimated 
cost of twenty-five thousand five hundred ($25,500.00) 
dollars; the remaining money to be used for taxes, 
licenses, repairs and maintenance of buildings and other 
corporate purposes.







Supplemental tO Prospectus 
Published March 31, 1939. 


Since issuing our prospectus, March 31, 1939, 
we have sold, as of September 30, 1940, a total 
of 305,220 shares of Treasury stock at 10 cents 
per share, less commissions paid to salesmen. 


Refering to paragraph 5 of the prospectus, 
we have carried but the program as outlined 
therein with the following exceptions: 


PILOT MILL, BIRTHDAY MINE 


Firstly, instead of spending $5,000.00 con-
structing one mile of road, we built a road which 
has served the purpose well for a total of $1,050.00.


Secondly, in October, 1939, we decided to 


put in a ten ton Pilot Mill, in order to .test the 


ores on the No. 4 vein so as to determine the most 


suitable method of treatment. The results ob-


tained with this mill were most satisfactory. In 
July, 1940, the capacity of this mill was increased 
to 20 to 25 tons capacity each 24 hours. The total 
costof the mill construction to date is $10,000.00, 


Thirdly, drifts have been extended along the 
No. 4 vein, as outlined in the prospectus, a distance 
of 500 feet. A raise has been driven from the 


' No. 4 tunnel level to the surface, all in a good 
grade of mill ore. .In mining ore for the mill a 
chute of high grade gold ore was discovered. 21 
shipments of crude ore have been taken from 
this chute of high grade, for which the American 
Smelting Company at Salt Lake City, Utah, paid 
$12,052.13. The company has shipped 19,561 
pounds of concentrates from the mill, for which 
the same smelter paid our company $7,050.62. On 
May 21, 1940, the smelter paid for one shipment 
of 63 tons of crude ore and 594 pounds of concen-
trates, the sum of $5,591.25. This amount was 
received after deducting freight and smelting 
charges. 


CHECK RECEIVED FOR SHIPMENT OF ORE. MAY 21, 1940'







FourthIy, no additional work has been done on 
either the No. 8 or No. 9 veins. 


Fifthly, the raise to connect the Branson tun-
nel with the No. 9 workings has not been driven. 


Sixthly, no further work has been done ex-
tending the main Branson Development Tunnel. 


Recently the company sold to the Utah Galena 
Corporation five patented mining claims known 
as Roy Nos. 1 to 5, inclusive, located in Willow 
Springs: Mining District, Tooele County, Utah. 
The consideration received for these claims was 
used to purchase the holdings of the Index Mining 
Company, located in the Spruce Mountain Mining 
District, Elko County, Nevada. Careful considera-
tion was given to both the above mentioned deals 
by the directors before a decision was made. 


The management thinks that a gold, silver, 
lead and copper mine of importance can be devel-


oped at the Index property in Spruce Mountain, 
Nevada. 


No work is contemplated on the Index pro-
perty until after the completion of the Branson 
Development Tunnel at the Birthday Mine, near 
Lowman, Idaho. 


It is the recommendation of the management 
that ample machinery be provided at once, and 
that we proceed to complete the Branson Devel-
opment Tunnel into the No. 4 vein. 


The development work during the past 18 
months on the No. 4 vein indicates that a mine of 
major importance should be opened by completing 
this development tunnel. 


CHARLES S. WOODWARD, 
President. 


December 7, 1940.
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If the full amount of money can be realized the en-
tire program will be completed, but no representations 
are made that the full amount will be raised. In the 
event only a portion of the proceeds are realized the 
money will be invested in developing the property as 
it is received and no returns to the investors will be 
made unless commercial ore is developed prior to com-
pletion of the program.


VI. 


No stock has been issued within one year prior to 
the date of this Prospectus to any promoter or organizer 
for services rendered in excess of actual expenses of 
such promoter or organizer. 


No securities have been issued to any promoter or 
organizer for property which was not acquired by such 
promoter or organizer within one year prior to the offer-
ing herein exempted to the extent that such promoter or 
organizer still holds the beneficial ownership of such se-
curities. 


There has been issued to Charles S. Woodward as 
trustee three hundred thousand (300,000) shares in con-
sideration of the transfer and conveyance of five unpat-
ented mining claims located and transferred within 
one year prior to the date of this prospectus. The only 
consideration paid for these claims was the cost of locat-
ing them, but they are necessary for properly develop-
ing the property and the stock is held for the benefit of 
stockholders of record when locations were made. These 
th] ee hundred thousand (300,000) shares have been es-
crowed with L. G. Young of the First . National Bank, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, with the provision that the same 
be held by the escrow holder and shall not be disposed 
of or be entitled to any distribution, unless the holders 
of securities who pay cash therefore shall have been 
repaid an amount equal to the net amount received by 
the issuer from the sale of said securities, until the issu-
er shall have earned a net profit from operations for a 
period of one year. 


The offering is proposed to be made at par ten (lOc) 
cents per share to net the company not less than seven 
and one-half ( 7 1/2) cents per share, but in no case will the 
aggregate offering price to the public be in excess of 
ninety-nine thousand six hundred forty-nine and 20/100 
($99,649.20) dollars. The twenty-five ( 25 %) per cent 
commission allowed by the company covers the cost 
of selling, advertising for sale and all expenses of dis-
tribution of the stock. The stock will be sold by salesmen 
employed by the company for the purpose, and no of-
ficer of director will participate in any commissions, 
(underwriting or otherwise), in connection with the 
distribution.


VII. 
The company has no funded debt, but there is a 


royalty payment in the amount of nine thousand two 
hundred ten dollars and sixty-eight ($ 9 ,210.68) cents to 


Lower Development Tunnel, Birthday Mine


be paid at the rate of five (5) per cent from the net 
smelter returns of the ore after transportation has been 
deducted, no payments are now due and none are to be 
made unless the company realizes a profit from the 
shipment and sale of ore.


VIII.  
The • outstanding debts of the company, excluding 


the royalty payment, amount to one thousand three 
hundred ninety-four dollars and eighty-three cents 
($1,394.83).


IX. 
There is no officer or employee of the issuer who is 


to be paid or expected to be paid an aggregate amount 
(as salary, bonus, fee or any other form of remunéra-
tion) during the coming year in excess of six thousand 
($6,000.00) dollars.


x. 
The company has acquired from the Utah Galena 


Corporation within the past three years five patented 
mining claims for which it issued nine hundred sixty 
thousand (960,000) shares of stock. The amount paid by 
the Utah Galena Company for this property was the 
sum of fifteen thousand one hundred seventy-five ($15,-
175.00) dollars. Of the nine hundred sixty thousand 
(960,000) shares of stock issued eight hundred. eight 
thousand eight hundred twenty-five (808,825) have been 
escrowed with L. G. Young of the First National Bank, 
Salt Lake city, Utah, with the provision that the same 
be held by the escrow holder and shall not be disposed. 
of or be entitled to any distribution unless the holders 
of securities who paid cash therefor shall have been re-
paid in an amount equal to the net amount received by 
the issuer from the sale of said securities until the issuer 
shall have realized enough profit from all sales for any 
one year. The amount paid by the Utah Galena Corpor-
ation for this property being taken as the fair cash value 
of the same, which accounts for the difference between 
the number of shares of stock issued and the number of 
shares escrowed.


XI. 
The principal assets of the company consist of 


five (5) patented mining claims known as the Roy Nos. 
one to five inclusive, located in the Gold Hill Mining 
District, Tooele county, State of Utah, comprising ap-
proximately one hundred (100) acres; fifty-four (54) un-
patented mining claims located approximately twelve 
(12) miles east of Lowman, Idaho, known and designated 
generally as the Birthday, Branson and Payette groups;







and a homestead comprising one hundred nineteen 
(119) acres of patented land adjoining the unpatented 
claims. The fifty-four (54) unpatented mining claims 
embrace approximately one thousand twelve (1,012) 
acres. Title to the patented mining claims and the 
homestead is absolute and unconditional by warranty 
deed, title to the unpatented claims is by location and 
quit claim deed and that to the personal property is 
by bills of sale from the owners. 


There is erected on the homestead and unpatented 
claims four (4) log cabins sufficiently large to accom-
modate twenty (20) men, a galvanized sheet iron corn-
pressor house and a two room frame building. One of 
the buildings is used as a boarding house, and is fully 
equipped with the necessary boarding house equipment. 
The company has filed on a spring and water is piped 
into these buildings. There is also a blacksmith shop 
equipped with the necessary tools to service and main-
tam • the company equipment. 
. The company owns outright a McCorrnick-Deering 
Diesel Engine, 55 horse power, a Gardner-Denver Corn-
pressor with a two drill capacity; five standard mining 
cars, approximately two thousand two hundred (2,200) 
feet of mining rails, two Gardner-Denver drifting ma-
chines and mining steel and equipment to execute the 
contemplated development program. 


The property located at Lowman, Idaho, has a good 
highway passing within a short distance from the work-
ings. The nearest railroad point is Banks, Idaho, a dis-
tance of forty-seven (47) miles. Highway conditions are 
such that hauling can be dqne practically the full year. 


Extensive development work has been done on the 
unpatented mining claims, but there still remains con-
siderable exploration work to determine whether there 
are substantial ore bodies existing at depth below the 
surface outcroppings. The work done centers generally 
around six localities, and these are as follows: 


On the Birthday No. 4 claim six open cuts of shal-
low depth were extended into a quartz vein for a 
distance along it of six hundred (600) feet. At 
a depth of one hundred thirty-eight (138) feet below 
these open cuts a cross-cut tunnel has been driven a 
distance of two hundred forty (240) feet. This tunnel is 
five feet by seven feet and at the present distance has 
cut into a vein of the same characteristics and compo-
sition as that opened up on the surface. Drifts five feet 
wide and seven feet high have been extended easterly. 
and westerly along the course of the vein for a distance 
of two hundred (200) feet. Numerous samples have 
been taken of this vein and assay returns in all instances 
show the presence of gold and silver. This vein varies 
in width from three feet to eight feet; 


On the Birthday No. 8 claim one open cut was run 
into a quartz vein approximately six feet wide. At a 
depth of two hundred thirty (230) feet belOw this open 
cut a cross-cut tunnel has been driven three hundred 
sixty-nine (369) feet. This tunnel is five feet by seven 
feet and has intersected a vein of similar composition 
and characteristics as that exposed on the surface. At 
this depth it shows a width of ten feet and drifts have 
been extended easterly and westerly for a distance of 
sixty (60) feet. Numerous samples have been taken 
accross the face of this vein and assay returns indicate 
the presence of gold and silver. 


On the Birthday No. 9 claim an open cut was driven 
into a quartz vein approximately five feet wide. At a 
depth of ninety (90) feet below the open cut a cross-cut 
tunnel five by seven feet was driven a distance of one 
hundred eighty-seven (187) feet. This cross-cuts a vein of 
similar composition and characteristics as exposed on 
the surface, and numerous samples taken from the face 
indicate the presence of gold and silver. Drifts five 
feet by seven feet have been extended along this vein 
for a distance of eighty-six (86) feet.


On the Birthday No. 12 mining claim, open cuts 
have been driven into a quartz vein exposing gold bear-
ing quartz along the surface for a distance of three 
hundred (300) feet. At a depth of seventy-five (75) feet 
below these open cuts a cross-cut tunnel has been driven 
one hundred (100) feet. This intersects a vein of similar 
composition and characteristics as that exposed on the 
surface. No drifting has been done on this vein from 
the tunnel level. 


On the Platinum Blond claim an open cut has been 
dug on the surface exposing what is known as the Bran-
son vein. At a depth of fifty (50) feet below this open 
cut a tunnel five feet by seven feet has been driven one 
hundred twenty (120) feet. This intersects a vein of 
similar composition and characteristics as that exposed 
on the surface. No drifting has been done on this vein 
from the tunnel level. 


The Birthday No. 24 claim is located below the 
other claims referred to herein. The lower develop-
ment tunnel, known as the Branson tunnel, has been 
driven northerly into the mountain a distance of four 
hundred sixty-four (464) feet. From the direction and 
depth of the veins so far exposed, this tunnel should 
cross-cut all the other veins exposed on the surface. 
This tunnel is five and one-half (5½) feet by seven and 
one-half (7½) feet, and has been driven a distance of 
four hundred sixty-four (464) feet. At a distance of 
three hundred twenty-two (322) feet in from the portal 
a vein has been cross-cut at a depth of one hundred 
sixty (160) feet from the surface which has the same 
composition and characteristics as the vein exposed on 
the No. 9 claim. The tunnel has not been driven suf-
ficiently far to intersect any of the other veins. 


Evidences of mineralization on the property are 
found in the fact that at least two hundred twenty-five 
(225) samples have been taken from the different veins 
and in all instances the assay returns show the presence 
of gold and silver. An assay sheet is maintained show-
ing the locations of the samples taken, and the value 
of the minerals as determined by the assay report. 
Several trial shipments have been made and the smel-
ter returns indicate the presence of gold and silver. 
Ore in substantial commercial quantities has not yet 
been developed. 


The present plan of developing this property con-
sists of the continuation of the lower development 
tunnel until all veins appearing on the surface have 
been cross-cut at the lowest possible depth. This will 
make it possible to drain the water from all workings 
in the mountain and will provide a main transportation 
tunnel, which will allow an economical and feasible 
method of extracting the ore bearing vein materials. 


There are no license or contingent oblibations. 


XIII.. 


The present offering consistsof as much of the stock 
of the company as in the judgnieht of the directors may 
be necessary to carry out the present development 
plans for the company and for other corporate purposes. 
The purpose of the present offering is to provide the 
company with sufficient capital to continue its develop-
ment work. 


BIRTHDAY CONSOLIDATED GOLD • MINES, INC.
600 Beneficial Life Bldg. 	 Salt Lake City, Utah 


By Charles S. Woodward, 
Pxesident. 


Dated March 31, 1939.
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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR	 , 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASH INGTON 25, D. C.	 JG	
5i	 -'°i 


i&iiiiij 


Mr. Charles S. Woodwar4 
21 South West ernpl. Street 
Salt Lake City1 Utah 


Dsar Lr. oodwrds


ir*til	 Res Di&i4i21	 1' 
Idaho Birthday Mine*-G.. 


/ 


This will acknowledge your letter of ugast i4 to ir. 
Billings concerning th, need of a. doi1on on your application for 
an exploration loan. In arriving at a decision we have bad tne help 
of a report sent in by the geologist who ezaained the property at 
th. request of the Defense izere1, Admjnstratjon. 


From the ividene. amilabl. we Tnust eono]ud. that the pro-
perty is a pot.ntial producer of gold ore with only a anafl, baa. 
meta], content, and there is little lik•Ajhøod that further explora-
ticrn will expose ore bodies eontainin any aignifiesnt tonnage of 
lead, sine, or copper. Under the cirournbt ptnce., we do not aoeider 
that epprovl of your project *uxld be t justifiable expenditure 
of public fwids that have been apjropriats, to strengthen national defense. I regret1 therefore, that your application tust be cienied. 


I wish to thank you for calling this property to the 
attention of the Defense 1irieraje Adninjetratjor, 


Very truly your&,


iL' 


Ron Lyon, Director 
Supply tvision	 4. 
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Copies to: A. . Wessenborn, Reiou II (2)


Chief, i..ead-Z jno Br. 
E. T. 'MoKnight i2QL1. GSA 
R. H. Mote 
Reports & Records 
Directors r. file L1.21L1. GSA 
Br • r • Liie L1.21L1. GSA 
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADM1NISTRATI9I 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


FILE COPY 
SURNAME: 


&emorsndunt
i-ii.i 


Si Co. 
Idaho 
$93aQ5O 


Reporti Jc Records Uuit 
Adalnistza*jve Msnage*.nt Div. 


Froms	 Chi.t Lead"Zlne aranob 


Subject, Denial of loan


Re zDM&'2l 
Idaho Birthday 
line near Zsmen 
Exploratioü loan 
Lecd"sinc-copper 


The property ie a gold idne that was closed by W.P.B. order 
i,'-208 in li2. The workings have	 so that no sidergrowid ezarninu
ation could be made. The geologist sent to examine the property was 
limited to ezamintion of the outcrops and outs, the geologic settng, 
irid the history of past production. 


The mine works several parallel quartz veins in the .rsno 
diorit. of the Idaho batholith. These veins contain occasional lenies 
and bunches of pyrite, galena end ephal.rite in cite central poz'tios of 
the veins. The sulfid.a including the p 1 rits, probably do not z'e 
resent over 5 per cent of the to 1*3. vein material. Individual lenea 
of sulfides say reach a thiek*.ss of 6-3.0 incnes *nii have a oozubied 
lee&. sino content of 5"lO per cent. A bulk concentrate or the ulfides 
to recover the otd will, contain appreciable percentages of by-product 
lead-sine, but the tcnage would be too small to	 niatezially
to the nation's reserve of these tetala. 


The field teen reooñds that the request fur exploration 
assistance be denied, and the Lead-Zinc Branch concurs. 


Returned herewith area 


3 copies of' the field team report dated July 1U, 3.351 
14 copies of transmittel mez datd July 23 
2 copies of field referral 


Vol.a1no* docket material as follows: 
Løtt.r ox Jan. 10 from applicant (4 copies) 
Letter of	 from pplicant 
Letter of June 23 from applioent,wi attao1n.nts 
Letter of Azg. 114 from applicant 
!ISRB form 114.6 (3 copies, 'ontaiuing exhibit 5) exhibit 4, (4 copies)







List ot ore shipments (3 copies) 
?romotionsl prospectus (3 copies) I 


Ias. reant ( copy) 
Form -1O3 (1 copy) 


p •zhibit 1 ( 5 copies, one not ibeled) 
C	 (5 *	 C C	 ti	


) 
28 ( L copies) 
3L(Lcopies) 
38 ( L copies) 


Gunnard JobnSO 


T. k. BlUing. 0 Chiet
"Znc 3rnob 


irii Stpply Dision 


i 1IcIcriight:emp 
G 6-21-51 
Copies to: A. E. Weissenborn, Region II (2)


Chief, Lead-Zinc Br. 
E. T. McKnight )420L1. GSA 
R. H. Mote 
Repor ts & Records 
Directors r. file L2]11. GSA 
Br. r. file Lt.2]4 GSA 
Files







UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 2 3 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


Memorandum	 ("e :DM&-1i21 
Idaho Birthday Mines Co. 


To:	 Reports & Records Unit 	 Mine near Lowman, Idaho 
Administrative M.nagement Div.	 Exploration loan, 93,O50 


Lead-zinc-copper 
From:	 Chief, Lead-Zinc Branch 


Subject: Denial of loan 


The property is a gold mine that was closed by W.P.B. order 
L-208 in l9L2. The workings have caved so that no underground exaniin-
ation could be made. The geologist sent to examine the property was 
limited to examination of the outcrops and outs, the geologic setting, 
and the history of past production. 


The mine works several parallel quartz veins in the grano-
diorite of the Idaho batholith. These veins contain occasional lenses 
and bunches of pyrite, galena end aphalerite in the central portions of 
the veins. The sulfid.es, including the pyrite, probably do not rep-
resent over 5 per cent of the total vein material. Individual lenses 
of sulfides may reach a thickness of 6-10 inches and have a combined 
lead-zinc content of 5-10 per cent. A bulk concentrate of the sulfides 
to recover the gold will contain appreciable percentages of by-product 
lead-zinc, but the tonnage would be too small to contribute materially 
to the nation's reserves of these metals. 


The field team reooimnends that the request for exploration 
assistance be denied, and the Lead-Zinc Branch concurs. 


Returued herewith are: 


3 copies of the field teem report dated July 18, 1951 
Li. copies of transmittal memo dated July 23 
2 copies of field referral 


Voluminous docket material as follows: 
Letter of Jan. 10 from applicant (Li. copies) 
Letter of May 2Li. from applicant 
Letter of June 23 from applioent,with attachments 
Letter of Aug. 1Li. from applicant 
NSRB form lLi.6 (3 copies, containing exhibit 5) 
Exhibit L1., (L1. copies)







List of ore shipients (3 copies) 
Promotional prospectus (3 copies) 
Lease Agreement (1 copy) 
Form 1uIF-1O3 (1 copy) 
iilap exhibit 1 ( 5 copies, 


1	 U	 0 


"	 2B ( L. copies) 
'	 3A ( ii. copies) 


3B ( L copies) 


T.P. Billin7Chi 
Lead-Zinc Braxich 


App 


Director, SupplfDivision


one not labeled) 
U U	 U	 )
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


So. 157 Howard Street 
Spokane 4, Washington


July 23, 1951 


Through: Landon F. Strobel 


Memorandum 


To	 Mr. Tom Lyon, Chairman, Commodity Committee 


From:	 Field Team, Region II 


Subject: Idaho Birthday Mines Company 
21 West Temple Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Docket DMAj21 


Enclosed herewith is a report (four copies) by Elton A. Youngberg, 
U.S.G.S., on the subject property, and docket material. 


Mr. Youngberg in his report reoornmends that exploration aid be 
denied the Idaho Birthday Mines as the mine produces a gold ore with a 
small by-product of base metal, and as it does not appear that further explora-
tion would expose ore bodies which would add important amounts of these 
metals to the nations reserves. 


The field team conours with this recommendation. 


ci2?i 
For:


Field Team, Region II 


JI 


Eno losure a L 1. Volin, Membe' 
cc: L. F. Strobel 	


S. Bureau of Mines) 


U.S.B.M. Spokane 
U.S.B.M. Albany
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR


GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 


So. 157 Howard Street 
Spokane 4, Washington


July 23, 1951 


Through: Landon F. Strobel' 


Memorandum 


To:	 Mr. Tom Lyon, Chairman, Commodity Committee 


From:	 Field Team, Region II 


Subjeot: Idaho Birthday Mines Company 
21 West Temple Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Docket DMA'f21 


Enclosed herewith is a report (four copies) by Elton A. Youngberg, 
U.S.G.S., on the subject property, and docket material. 


Mr. Youngberg in his report recommends that exploration aid be 
denied the Idaho Birthday Mines as the mine produces a gold ore with a 
small by-product of base , metal, and as it does not appear that further explora-
tion would expose ore bodies which would add important amounts of these 
metals to the nations reserves. 


The field team concurs with this recommendation. 


Elton A. Young 
For: A. E. Weissenb 


Executive Officer, DMA 
Field Team, Region II 


JI 


Enclosures 4. ¶. Volin, Membe'' 


oo: L. F. Strobel	
o T;E	 (Th. S. Bureau of Mines 


U.S .B .M. Spokane	
Defense i1ncrsb An11Ofl 


U.S.B.M. Albany
JUL 27 1951 


LEi4 F. C'TBEL 
t	 -
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UNITED STATES


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


So. 157 Howard Street 
Spokane 4, Washington


July 18, 1951 


Memorandum 


To:	 A. E. Weissenborn, Executive Officer, DMA, Field Team, Region II 


From:	 Elton A. Youngberg, Geologist, U.S.G.S. 	
i: ;:i 


Sub jeot: Docket DMA 421	 Defc	 [1ìra 
Idaho Birthday Mines,Co. 
2]. West Temple Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah	 U UL 


F. 


RECO1MENDATION 


It is recommended that the application for exploration aid 
by the Idaho Birthday Mines be denied as the mine produces primarily 
o1d ore with only small base metal content and as there is no evidence 


that further exploration will expose ore bodies containing an important 
amount	 of these metals.


LOCATION 


The Idaho Birthday Mines Company property is located 12 miles 
east of Loman, Idaho, on the right bank of the South Fork of the Payette 
River in T. 9 N., R. 9 E., of the Boise Meridian. 


RESUME OF FIELD EXAMINATION 


Four hours were spent with Joe Branson, Superintendent of Idaho 
Birthday Mines Company, examining outcrops and outs. All underground 
workings were caved and inaccessible as the mine has been inactive since 
1942 when the property was closed by W. P. B. Order L-208. 


To check the c laims of the appilo ant that the ores of this 
property. contained important reserves of base metals was difficult as 
inspections of underground workings could not be made. Surface outcrops 
did not support their claims. 


A number of short tunnels have been driven on the property to 
explore several parallel east west veins dipping 60_700 to the north in 
granordiorite of the Idaho batholith. The veins are fissure fil]8d with 
quartz and suiphide minerals with the sulphide minerals occupying vugs and







S	 . 


cavities in the central portion of the veins, and areas prepared by late 
Brecoiation of the quartz. The gold deposition is olosely esooiated 
with the pyrite. The suiphides, pyrite, lead end zinc are found in 
ocoassional lenses and bunches and probably do not represent over 5 percent 
of the total vein material. The individual lenses of suiphides nay reach 
a thickness of 6-10 inches and have a combined lead-zinc content of 5-10 
percent. A bulk oonoentrate of the suiphides to recover the gold will contain 
appreciable quantities of lead-zinc but the volume, as indicated from 
surfaoe observations, would be too small to contribute materially to the 
nation's reserves of these metals, 


It appears that the expenditure of 93,050 on exploration as 
proposed by the applicant is not warranted.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
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isEL 
____	 u N I 0 N r_____ 
ceding the address.	 VLTInt'l Victory Ltr. 
______________	 W. P. MARSHALL, PRESIDENT	 -	 _____________ 


The tiling time shown in the date line on telegrama and day letters is STANDARD TIME at point of origin. Time of receipt is STANDARD TIME at point of destinatior 


PAOO7LA291 L.SLA33O NL PDSALTL.AKECITY UTAH 1 


OTTO HERES, CHIEF LEAD ZINC BRANCH DEFENSE 	 ii 


MINERALS A TI	 R1e10 WASHDC= 


RE: DMA- 421X MACHI NERY IS INSTALLED AT OUR PROPERTY IN 


IDAHO AND PROJ [CT IS NOW UNDERWAY. EVERYTHING THAT YOU 


HAVE ASK FOR HAS BEEN SUBMITTED. AFTER RECEIVING YOUR 


LETTER APRIL TWELVETH WE PROCEEDED TO RAISE THE NECESSARY 


FIFTY PERCENT OF THE FINANCES FOR THE PROJECT PRPOSED. 


OUR MONEY IS IN THE BANK. WHY IS IT THAT WE CAN NOT GET A 


DECISION FROM DMA AND GEL TH.E PROJECT SET UP. WE BELIEVE 


THAT WE WERE ONE OF THE FIRST TO MAKE APPLICATION FOR


C' 


T COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS 30[E 1 6 I9)







	


.1201	 "MBOLS 7ISERVICE WESTE	 ___ This is a full-rate1	 __________________ 


l


Telegram or Cable-	
-	 DLDa'i Letter 


NLNight Letter gram unless its de- I 
ferred character is in- I 
dicated by a suitable I 
symbol above or Pre-) 	 11Jp	 tJ' J[	 LT=lnt'l Letter Telegram 


ceding the address. 	 VLT=lnt'l Victory Ltr _______________ 	 W. P. MARSHALL PRESIDENT	 . 


i tiling time shown in the date line on telegrams and day lette	 STANDARD TIME at point of orin. Time of receipt STANDARD TIME at point of destination 


..
I	 I 


ASSISATANCE UNDER THE DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950. ALL 


CORRESPONDENCE WITH YOU HAS LED US TO BELIEVE THAT APPROVAL 


MIGHT• BE GIVEN. A YES OR NO IS SURELY IN ORDER AT THIS TIME 


IDAHO BIRTHDAY MINES COMPANY..


I


Aija 


RECVED.


JLJL.1 6195V 


LA1DON F. STROBEL 
Executive Secretary 


THE COMPANY WILL AEPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE
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JUL 1. 2 195 


Mr.	 E. Weissenborn 
Executive Officer, UMA Field Team 
Region II 
South 157 Howard Street 
Spokane 8, Washington 


rc;
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,	 Idaho Bir thdaj Mines Company, 21 South west 
Salt Lake City, Utah 


.	 t	 .	 . 
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FILE COPY 
SURNAME: 


UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 


J3 • 2, 19I 


r. Char)..s S. Voodvard PresiOiit *bctc DKAi2U 
fliWtst ep1e trset	 Is; Ixploration Loazi 


Salt Lake City, Utah 


J dear Kr. Yoodw*rdz 


soeipt is aAnowI.dged of your appUeatto and 


attathnta of	 13. for n ,xploration loazi under th. 


Defense Prodiction Act of 19O. 


The application was assigned Docket Laber DI1L4s2U 


d referred to Mr. Otto Kenes, Chief, Lead4inc Branch on 


June 26,


In any futnre corre.spo.*c. reLating to youz' appW 


c*tioa, th1 refer to DM&U


Sincerely yours, 


LANDON F. STROBEL, 


Linden k. Strobe r-' 
1xecutjye S.cretari 


L. F. Strobel:jc 
cc: Strobel 


j'File 
Herres 
Lyon


I<







- OF	 FILE COPY 


UNITED STATES	
SURNAME: 


DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


Ja 15, 19l


,t D&42l 


Mr. Charles S. oob.rd Presidst 
Xshe lirthday Wines Coapsny 
l3outbI.*t?*p1eZtre.t 


Dear . Woodwerd: 


This letter is being sent to zion for the urpoa. of 
olerifyb, my telegram of Jim.	 1951. 


The additional formatn reguetu4 in that svered by the 
it.*s marked on the .nelsed form. The infox'rn ton originally sub 
mitted. is too general for the pr.pose of adequately ewtliaeti* your 
pro jest for the ezploi'at ten pro rsa. 


L geologic aa shosin the rslatioiiship between the leins 
i reeded. The o1u!1e7report refers t a ecioie map, but it is 
not 1clud.ed with the documents subnitted. A map, if araileble tould 
help explain some of many of the questions that have arcen concerning 
the merit of the project. 


The g.o1oic *eetion (Exhibit 28) showø the lower tunnel 
as not havixq rsaohed the )o • 9 vein, but in pragr.ph 6 of the 
*e*pple*eytal tnformation* it is stited that the vein has Sen cut 
and that it contains good values in lead RZAU szo aulpbid•s. This 
sestiom is without a essle, therefore, it is impoisible to determias 
where thi.s or any other vein, is located in relation to the present	 S 


brast of the lower tunnel. These diRarepancies should b cirjfje4. 
Prom the date su1itted t is not possibl, to dstera.ine the re1etion 
ship between th. strike of the weins atd the direction of the proposed 


tt would be helpful if u would submit esaya on the uul-
phidse out in the lower tunnel. The data would give us some idea on 
whet could be expoot.d in the way of ore rade, if this projeot were 
und.rtske*	 . 


These are some of the many questions that must be considered in proe.ssing the application, Therefore, it is neesesary for us to







(p 


request th&* re speøiftc ftiOfl frog u. 


A ro*p reply o tht reqie*t will be gr tly pp'.eitOds 


Very truly yGurs. 


)tto Herre. 


Otto fferr., Chief 
Lee4-Lnc rsneh 


ALBrokaW:emp 
G 6/15/51 
Copie.s to: J. H. East, Jr. Region DY (2) 


Chief, Lead-Zinc Br. 
-	 E. T • LIcKn ight L1.20L1. GSA 


R.H.Mote 
L. F. Strobel 
Directors r. file L1.21L1. GSA 


Br r file L21L1. GSA 
/ Files







____	 - - 


U N I TED STATES	 ___ tri	 -	 _____ 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 	 iii—L) 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION	 ]%t I 
WASHINGTON 25, 0. C. 


---- ---


_____ _ 


__iji_amaiT wa 


__ 
$AtL* *ffl, flAX 


1* LII $ZBDI*G L1**IL U?1R L&UI1G UI1P*XI$ 1UID. — 


ttuflerre' 


oo a. c 


*11*hI$ a$111$TBLTIO 


OTTO HEHEE*1m 


cc: Mr. Mye 
Audits 
Strobel 
Mote 
McKnight 
Herres 
Piles
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4u2r 2 191 


r. Charos , VOO*Ma P*i4t	 3.et1. Di41.J. 
11 3onth .t ?*s1. Stirist	 Ri; Rp1otioa I.on
$Zt Lime Ci, t7t 


ir )'. Vooc$ssr4z 


Reosipt Ia	 ,3idg.d it 7GST a i.testton aM


ottsoSnto it J 23,. %X Sw on s]atiao )ia aMer t&e 


Dstona. ?redt1os Mt it 
. apiostton v*a aisigned Deolset *wsr L)Mk42U 


s*4 riiftnd to )'. Otto srma CbIaS, LsadZinc r**st on 


J N, 1. 


1* a futas so qiotaoes **1*tin to your .pp.0 


ki3y Potor to DN421Z.


$isu.1y yours, 


LANDON F. STROBEL 


Le 1', Strobsi 
Ex.sttv. Secr.tmai 


L. 1. Strob.1zje 
set Strob.i 
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Form M11fl3	 •U • DEPARTM!4T OF THE IRIOR (April 1951) ft 
DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTR ION


Budget Bureau No. 42-R1035. 
Approval expires 6-30-51. 


APPLICATION FOR AID FOR AN 


EXPLORATION PROJECT PURSUANT TO


MINERAL ORDER 5, UNDER


DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT OF 1950 


P ZD/q/(o S T9Pf141j,i & 
-1	 7,'7p% E s-r 


?1T1'E C(7	
7,%/


DO NOT FILL IN THIS BLOCK 


Docket No	 qc'Lx 
Date received ----------------------	 I
Participation - ---------------------------------------------


E1L:J	 © 


to;:	 L::r 


'i	 '	 Qt)	 tJ Name and 


D


FILL IN THIS BLOCK 


Date of application
	 Estimated cost 


Percentage of Government participation	 0 


Location of mine 


Date of filing MF-100 iY-------------------------------DMA Docket Number, if available 


INSTRUCTIONS 


Read Mineral Order 5, Regulations Governing Government 
Aid in Defense Projects, before completing this application. 
Submit four signed copies of the application to Defense Min-
erals Administration, Department of the Interior, Washington 
25, 11 C., or to the nearest field executive officer thereof, with 
your name and address on each sheet of the application and 
all accompanying papers. If any question is inapplicable, or


if you cannot answer it, so state on the form. Where the 
s.pace provided for answer is insufficient, answer on a separate 
sheet, annex it to the application form, and refer to it in space 
for answer. If the application is approved, you will be pre-
sented with an exploration project contract on Form MF-200, 
for your signature. 


THE APPLICANT 


*1. Is applicant an individual, partnership, or corporation? 
*2. If a partnership, state names and addresses of partners. 
*3• If a corporation, state names and addresses of officers, directors, and five largest stockholders. 
*4 Describe the mining and general business experience of (a) the applicant, and (b) the person or persons who willmanage the 


project. 
*5 Are you the owner or the lessee of the property? 
6. If owner, state what claims, liens, or encumbrances, if any, are against the property. 
'7. If lessee, attach a copy of the lease and state if it is in good standing. 


NOTE.—It will be necessary to procure and attach to the exploration project contract agreements of claimants, lienors, en-
cumbrances and lessors subordinating their interests in the property to the interest of the Government under the 
contract. 


8. Furnish current financial statement, showing assets and liabilities, and a profit and loss statement. 
9. How much money is applicant prepared to invest in proposed project? Is it sufficient to pay your part of the cost of the 


project as detailed in question 23 of this application form, in accordance with the regulations on Government participation 
(Section 9 of Mineral Order 5)? 


•If you have already answered these questions on MF-100, you are not required to answer the questions for this application. 	 10—sioo7-1 







)	 THE PRb°hI'Y 
10. (a) Give a description.of the real property that will be in any way involved in the expration project, including any existing 


	


mine or operating property. 	 -	 4 
(b) Give the legal description of the exact parcel, plot, or area upon which the exploration is to be conducted. 


NOTE.—If both areas are the same, so state. The only obligation to repay. the Government is from the net earnings from 
any commercial discovery made in the area specified in (b) above in which the exploration is to be conducted, 
and the expenditure of funds which may be charged as costs of the project must be limited to that area or to 
-work necessary to perform the exploration in that area. 


*11. State the present and former names of the property, if any. 
*12. State, in detail, the location of the property with reference to towns, railroads, roads, ship.ping points, including distances 


and directions and kinds and conditions of roads. 
*13. State source and quantity of water available for operations and its sufficiency at all seasons. 


State amount of power to be used, rate per hour or other cost, and source. -	 .	 - 
*14. Describe any existing useable facilities, equipment, buildings, or structure now on the property that will be devoted to the 


exploration work. 
15. State in detail how the ore could be shipped and how and where milled. 


*16. History: 
(a) Give a statement, as complete as possible, of previous exploration, development, operation, and production of property, 


with reasons for any past sus.pensions of operations. 
(b) State briefly the known history and production of adjoining and neighboring properties. 
(c) Furnish any available (private) reports that may apply to this application, including results of mine examinations, 


recommended exploration and development, and metallurgical investigations. 
*17 . Production: 


(a) If mine is in production, furnish the following information: 


Grade or	 Net value 


	


Tons per day	 -	 analysis	 Cost per ton	 per tOn 
(1) Mining 
(2) Milling 
(3) Shipped 


or sold 
*18. Ore or mineral reserves: (If property-is or has been operating.) 	 . - 


( Ca) Describe the ore or mineral deposits briefly. 
•	 - (b) Submit available maps and assay data. 	 .	 - 


(c) Give estimated tonnage and grade of each class of ore reserves. 
19. State any conditions or circumstances regarding the property not sufficiently brought out by the foregoing questions. 


THE EXPLORATION 


20. For what mineral or minerals and for what types of deposits and ores will the exploration be conducted? 	 - 
Describe briefly, but concisely, the proposed work and the estimated time required to complete it. 
NOTE.—The Government will not participate in a project that will require more than 2 years to complete. 	 - 


22. urnish statement of the geological basis of the project with particular emphasis on factors leading the operator to expect the 
nding of commercial ore bodies. This statement should be accompanied by supporting maps such as1gical ma maps 


of the proposed openings and	 ym-a, mplq lists, and other pertinent data. 


THE REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS	 - - 


23. abulate in the form of an itemized statement with a sum for each item the estimated requirements and costs of the project so 
that the total will give the estimated cost of the project in which the Government will participate, as follows: 


V) Labor, by numbers and classes (miners, muckers, milimen, etc.), with wages of each. 
Vb)-Supervisors, by numbers and positions, with salaries of each. 	 - 


- 5o ) - Cost of necessary repairs to existing facilities, structures, and buildings. 
'1 s.d') Cost of necessary installation or construction of additional facilities, structures, and buildings. 
V(e) Cost of items of equipment, not now owned by the applicant which must be purchased for operations at a cost of $50 or 


more each. 
V(f) Cost of rental for equipment which the operator proposes to rent. 
V(p') Rental value of items of equipment which the operator now owns and which will be devoted to the work. 
' i' Cost of materials and supplies, including items of equipment costing less than $50 each. 
'ii) Cost of power, water, utilities, and any other items not provided for above. 


24. Furnish a time schedule of the project, stated in terms of months after project is approved, showing progress expected to be 
accomplished and the money expected to be spent.


CERTIFICATION 
The undersigned company, and the official executing this certification on it behalfjiereby certj,rTh t the information con-


tained in this form and accompanying papers is correct and complete to the bsyof theip nowle)nd be ef. 


By 


	


(Name company)	 ignature of aut oriz d cial) 


(Date)	 (Title)	 - 


Title 18, U. S. Code (Crimes), Section 1001, makes it a criminal offense to make a willfully false statement or representation to any department or agency 
of the United States as to any matter within its jurisdiction.	 - 


Same as footnote on page 1. 	 16-67-i	 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT , OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


FiLE COPY 
SURNAME: 


is: 1eket 
JUL 13 iQSi 


IdK) 3trthd*y Mtnes Qo**y 
West Teep1e Str.et 


Salt L.k. C.ty, T*h 


Tour ppltosti3n (Deek.t 1(&'iLs21x) for an exploratton loan 


under the proi*ioni of the Defense Ii'odust1 Mt of 1950 ss been 


r.vtrsd by the sed4ius '*teb of the Def.ne• inera1s. 


tratton. Jefor. final decistea can be tasn on sour request, it will 


be n.sessar7 to obt.4* atditonal ftfortiou on ur property. Tour 


e.ppitcatio*. tberfore, baa been referred to Mr. A. 1.. ?eissenborn 


xeewttu. Offtser, 1Yzi Field Teen, South 157 ffowsr Strest, Spokane 8, 


asbiu&ton, itith the r.qiest thst the needed inforsation b$ supplied 


t as.


Yours very truly, 


T Lyon, Director 
upp1y Diis ion. 


EJLyons:emp 
G 7-10-51 
Copies to: A. . eissenborn, Region II (2) 


Chief, Lead-Zinc Br. 
B. T. McKnight L1.20L1. GSA 
R. H. Mote 
L. F. Strobel 
Directors r. file Lj214 GSA 
Br • r • file L2lL1. GSA 
Files	 ''


(r.







cLA 


This Is a full-rate 
Cable-


.Tlnt'I Letter TeleSrami 


ceding the address. 	 [VLT=Int I Victory Ltr. 
______________	 W. P MAR SHALL;, PRESIDEN1	 ______________ 


The filing time shown in the date line on telegrams and day letters is STANDARD TIME at point of origin. Time of receipt is STANDARD TIME at point of destination 


• pce PDSALTLAKECITY UTA H 14 1QOA	 - 


OTTO IERRES, CHIEF LEAD ZINC 1RANCH	
1951 JUN 14 PM I O 


.DEFENSE	 I1ERALS AD1N1ST.RATION.. 


RETEL DiA-421 - THERE H AS SEEN NO CHANGE I N DEVELOpMEI.'T 


PLA1S AS INDICATFD IN fl1i1NAI	 i3PPI11LXTIfl!'! 11f!!/\PV PT!! 


PLEASE DE SPECIFiC AS TO FURTHER DETAILS NEEDED 


IDA H O BIRTHDAY IIlNES CO 


-f-


V/A'	 .'	 C 


THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE 


_________________________	 1
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UNIT9D STAT'C MU*OP	 07 )*J i i-i' ' iimin *,zn ømc r 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INJj	 __ 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION (AtZOT	 1t-VUo) 


WASHINGTON 25, 0. C. 


is


JF 13. i51 


W_3U1! Kt 
*n1 


$MI L.0 •fl!, 1V42 


ai1	 *7I1IIGAfl 1$UZ)t N3R *PODtO I 


OC1WSIIG 111 AJL$ C VLOIA1IC P1I,	 OT T $111T 


Otto Herre


•IEI* 
L*4ThC *A1OH 


Z Nfl*L AZNZS4ITXaII 


OTTO RR 11* 


so:	 r. Ke 
&udit. 
8t?0be3. 
Mote 
•KXriigit 


Files







8
TESTERN,i 


	


terrea cnaraCrer is in- 	
/es44t_. 


1	


IU1tI LetteTeIeInI 


I ceding the address. 	 I	
[VLTInt'l Victory Ltr? I 


	


_f	 W. P MARSHALL, PRESIDENT	 _____________ 


The filing time shown in the date line on telegrams and day letters is STANDARD TIME at point of origin. Time of receipt is STANDARD TIME at point of destination 


LA249	 S 


L,SLCO24 NL PD=SALTLAKECITY UTAH 12=	 1iUN i 


OTTOHERRES CHIEF 
LEAD-Z1NC BRANCH DEFENSE MINERALS ADMIN V'ASHDC= 


RE: DMA421 EQUiPMENT HAS BEEN SECURED AND IS NOW 


BEING MOVED I NTO THE MI NE NEAR LOWMAN	 DAHQ MOUTH 


OF TUNNEL ON PROPOSED WORK IS BEING RETIMBERED-BUILD1NGS 


NECESSARY ARE BEING REPAiRED AND EVERYTHING MADE READY 


TO PROCEED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AS OUTLINED IN 
OUR APPLICATION MAILED JANUARY 9 1951k AFTER RECEIVING 


YOUR LETTER OF APRIL 12TH AND LISTENING TO JAMES A BOYB 


ON THE SUBJECT WHILE HE WAS IN SALT LAKES WE IMMEDI ATELY 
T COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CQNCERNING ITS SERvICa 


CLASS OF SERVICE 


This is a full-rate 
Telegram or Cable-
ranl unless itsde-


j
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bi ________ 
1TssoFsv 1 	 'V JJ S I t JIt1N 1201 IDL=D? 


• T T 1\.T T (••\ 1T	 NLN\ 


1	 above or pre-	 L) I '	 I	 j 't951 JUN 12 PM ILtL	 A 
I t	 the address.	 I	


[\LT=lnt'i'VictoryLtr?J 
W. P. MARSHALL, PRESIDENT	 _____________ 


The fIling time shown in the date line on telegrams and day letters is STANDARD TIME at point of origin. Time of receipt is STANDARD TIME at point of destination 


SECURED OUR FIFTY PERCENT OF THE DEVELOPMENT MONEY 


RECUIRED; VflLL APPRECIATE ANYTHING YOU CAN DO TO SPEED 


UP THE SIGNING OF THE FINAL PROJECT AGREEMENT= 


IDAHO BIRTHDAY MINES COMPANY=;; 


/


::: 


/	 • 


TEE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


3'	 DEFENSE M INERALS ADM IN! STRATION 


WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


FILE COPY 0	 SURNAME: 


Idaho Birthday )tnea 
. Mó	 President 


21 S	 eIe Street 
8.lt Lake City, T7tah 


beer )&. Woodward: 


/WR 121951 


Zn repi plecos 
refer to !421 


Oz of the purposes of the Defense Production Act of I-i9--
is the encor&enent of exploration, developent and mining of sti 
tegic minerals and metals. Where an applicant has proven reserves 
of strategic materials, ?.deral aid in mining can be given throngh 
procur.ra.nt contracts for such materials as era in short supply. On 
the strength of these contracts, the applicant can obtain private 
financing in most instances. 


The progrwa recently approved for ncouragn.nt of ezplo 
ration of strategic materials calls for participation on the part 
of the applicant. Per zinc, les1 and copper d.pcøits it will be 
flecesa*27 to match Government funds on an eqnsl basis. Funds ad-
vanced by the Goverent will be considered a loan, to be repaid U 
th. exploration is profiteble, bit to be canceled if unuccessf4. 
The details of the plan, explaining the projects that wi.0 be cli-
gible for asa.stance the terms and schedule, of financing, repay.. 
ment, and other ertinent information, are encloaed. 


,& review olt your application (DMA..421) for financial aid 
in an exploration program at the Idaho 8irthd. Mines property i1i.. 
catee that part of yoin i'ropøsal	 odi.r this explo.. 
ratiou progren. Detei].e concerning expenditures that will be con-
sidered chargeable to exploration aid 'will be subject to a thial 
determination by negotiation, but as a preliminar r apprainal, we 
believe that the program wilt apply to that pert of your application 
concerned .ith exploration and 4sveloent, $94,500.00. 


Before we can proceed further with considez'ation of your 
application, which may or may not require a field exanination, please 
indicate your -illirgneos to provide yon' share of the Aids needled 
to carry out th. proposed exploration. A modification of your 
original proposal that you may wish to zi&ce will be considered, bit 
you should be specific concerning the. work you wish to undertas. 


very- truly yours, 
EThcKnight:bsp 
G 3/23/51 
Copies to: Chief, Lead-Zinc Branch


USGS McKnight 
L. B. Moon 
R. H. Mote 


copies to A. E. Weissenborn 
Exec. Officer, Region 11


L. F. Strobel 
C. 0. Mittendorf 
Files 


LOto 


OTTO	 Chief 
load..7inc Branch
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6/5/51 


Defense Minerals Administration 


Review of Application for Exploration Assistance 


Docket.No. 42u 


Commodity Lead,zine,óopper 


Total Amount 93.O5O.00 


Govt. Participation______________ 


1. Name and Address of Applicant Ideho _Birthday_MinesCo.._21_South_Went_Teiiipla 


Salt Lake City1 Utah 


2. Location of Property 12miles eastofLovan.BoiseCoity._idaho. 4 


peoifio claims shoin on ttaohed map. 


Ou.d—ai1v.r..'lead 


3. Mineral or metal zinc..coppflr	 Is it listed in Section 9 of M0-5? 


If not, application will be rejected.	 - 


4. Geologic probability of discovery—based on data in application 
(question #16, 17, 18, 20 and 22)* 


Mines or Survey reports, etc., do you rate chances: 


a) Good_______________________________________________________ 


b) Poor_______________________________________________________ 


c) None_________________________________________________________ 


d) Don't know—needs field examination X 


e) Is there an alternative and favorable project? 	 No 


(If so, attach an explanation) 


5. Is the applicant's right to the property clearly stated? Y1 (see prospectus) 


(question 5, 6, 7)* 


6. If applicant is a lessee, is a copy of the lease attached? Notapplicable 


Does the lease havesufficient time to run to cover a future 


productive period?	 Notapplioabl• 


*question numbers are those of MF-103 
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7. Are subordination agreements necessary? No 


a) MF-20l? 


b) MF-202_ 


8. From the data presented, does the proposed project appear feasible from 


the point of view of: 


a) Available manpower______ 


b) Equipment and supplies TØ$


 (Question 14 plus general knowledge of availability)* 


c),. Accessibility (question 12)* Yes 


d) Water (question l3)* Y*$ 


e) Power (question l3)* YeS 


Is a field check needed on any of these points? w 


9. Does the experience of the applicant appear to be adequate to assure that 


he can properly conduct the proposed project? (question 4)* 


Is a field check needed on this point? Yen 


10. Exhibit A. (questions 21 and 22)* 


a) Is the project adequately described? Yes 


If not, are there sufficient data given so that you can describe 


the projeot?_	 If so, attach a draft. 


b) Is there an adequate map or sketch of the proposed work? Yes 


c) Is the proposed work "exploration" under the definition of 


Section 8, M0-5? YeH 


If not, what part of it is?______ 
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Is this part a worthwhile exploration project? 


d) Are the cost estimates detailed? 	 Th 


Can they be summarized, as on page 2 of Procedural Instruction 5—A, 


from the available data?___________ If so, attach a draft. 


e) Are the cost estimates reasonable? Don't _know 


f) Should more information be requested from applicant? Np 


g) Is a field examination necessary to complete Exhibit A? Yes 


	


11.	 Exhibit B (question 23_d)* 


a) Is it applicable?
	


Yea 


b) If so, are sufficient data furnished?___________ If so, attach a draft. 


a) Is a field check needed? Yes 


	


12.	 Exhibit C (question 23—e, f and g)* 


a) Is it applicable? Yes 


b) Sufficient data? 	 If so, attach a draft. 


c) Are rents and charges reasonable?	 OW 


d) Is a field check needed? 'YOS	 _____________________________________ 


	


13.	 Exhibit D (question 23—a, b)* 


a) Are there sufficient data? Yes 


b) Is the schedule adequate for the work proposed? 


c) Is the schedule excessive for the work proposed? No 


d) Are the proposed wages and salaries reasonable? Yea 


e) Is a field check needed?No 
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14.	 Exhibit E (question 23_c)* 


a) Is it applicable?	 Yes 


b) Sufficient data? 	 _No 


c) Reasonable?
	


Don't know 


d) Field check needed?
	


Yes 


	


15.	 In your judgment, can the proposed work be done in the proposed 


time?	 Yes 


(All exploration must be completed within two years) 


	


16.	 If field examination is not needed, attach your recommendation. 


	


17.	 If field examination is needed, do you have any special instructions for 


the field team not indicated byyour answers to the foregoing 


question? illeous expenaoe, cupply coSts, etc. should be checked 


nd itn1zed. 


l3eoause this property appears to be primarily a gold'-silvar proüucer 1 *seay$ 


or other data suppoi'tin its potentialities as a sign%ficent producer of 


I p , np, ad copper Will be required. 


Reviewed by:_ Biwin J. Ins GS 


Date. 76..5l 
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6/5/51 


Defense Minerals Administration 


Reviewof Application for Exploration Assistance 


Docket. No. - k2ix 


Commodity Lead,zinc,copper 


Total Amount493,O50.00 


Govt. Participation50% 


1. Name and Address of Applicant Idaho Birthday Mines Co.. 21 South West Tampi 


Salt Lake City, Utah 


2. Location of Property12 miles east of Lowman, Boise County . Idaho. 


Specific claims shown on attached map. 


Go id-silver-lead .-
3. Mineral or metal zinc-co pper	 Is it listed in Section 9 of M0-5? Yes 


If not, application will be rejected. 


4. Geologic probability of discovery—based on data in application 
(question #16, 17, 18, 20 and 22)* 


Mines or Survey reports, etc., do you rate chances: 


a) Good 


b) Poor 


o) None


x 
d) Don't know—needs field examination_ 


e) Is there an alternative and favorable project?
	


No 
(If so, attach an explanation) 


5. Is the applicant's right to the property clearly stated? Yes, (see prospeotu.n) 
(question 5, 6, 7)* 


6. If applicant is a lessee, is a copy of the lease attached? Not applicable 


Does the lease have sufficient time to run to cover a future 


productive period? Not applicable 


*question numbers are those of MF-l03 
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7. Are subordination agreements necessary? No 


a) MF-201? 


b) MF-202_ 


8. From the data presented, does the proposed project appear feasible from 


the point of view of: 


a) Available manpowerYes 


b) Equipment and supplies__Yes 
(Question 14 plus general knowledge of availability)* 


c) Accessibility (question 12)*_______________________________________________ 


d) Water (question l3)* Yes 


Yes 
e) Power (question l3)*_______________________________________________________ 


Is a field check needed on any of these points?No 


9. Does the experience of the applicant appear to be adequate to assure that 


he can properly conduct the proposed project? (question 4)*___________________ 


Is a field check needed on this point?Yes 


10. Exhibit A. (questions 21 and 22)* 


a) Is the project adequately described?Yes 


If not, are there sufficient data given so that you can describe 


the project?______________________________ If so, attach a draft. 


b) Is there an adequate map or sketch of the proposed work?Yes 


c) Is the proposed work "exploration" under the definition of 


Section 8, M0-5?Yes 


If not, what part of it is? 
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Is this part a worthwhile exploration project?_________________________ 


d) Are the cost estimates detailed? 	 In part 


Can they be summarized, as on page 2 of Procedural Instruction 5—A, 


from the available data?__________ If so, attach a draft. 


e) Are the cost estimates reasonable?__DOI1 ' t 122OW 


f) Should more information be requested from applicant? No 


g) Is a field examination necessary to complete Exhibit A? Yes 


	


11.	 xhibit B (question 23_d)*


- 
a) Is it applicable?_______ 


b) If so, are sufficient data furnished? No 	 If so, attach a draft. 


c) Is a field check needed? Yes 


	


12.	 Exhibit C (question 23—e, f and g)* 


a) Is it applicable?Yes 


b) Sufficient data? NO	
If so, attach a draft. 


c) Are rents and charges reasonable? DOn't1010W 


d) Is a field check needed?__Yes 


	


13.	 Exhibit D (question 23—a, b)* 


a) Are there sufficient data? Yes 


b) Is the schedule adequate for the work proposed? Yes 


c) Is the schedule excessive for the work proposed?__No 


d) Are the proposed wages and salaries reasonable? Yes 


e) Is a field check needed? NO 
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14.	 Exhibit E (question 23_c)* 


a) Is it applicable?_	 Yes 


b) Sufficient data?_	 No 


c) Reasonable?________
	 Don't know 


d) Field check needed?
	 Yes 


15. In your judgment, can the proposed work be done in the proposed 


time?	 Yes 


(All exploration must be completed within two years) 


16. If field examination is not needed, attach your recommendation. 


17. If field examination is needed, do you have any special instructions for 


the field team not indicated by your answers to the foregoing 


question? _Miscellaneous expenses, supply costs, etc. should be checked 


and itemized. 


Because this property appears to be primarily a gold-silver producer, assays 


or other data supporting its potentialities as a significant producer of 


lead, zinc, and copper will be required. 


Reviewed by:Erwin J. Lyons GS 


Date 7..6i51 
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21 SOUTH WEST TEMPLE ST. 
SALT TAKE CITY, UTAH 


I,
B IRTHDAY GOLD MINES COMPANY, AND ASSOCIATED GROUPS


FAYETTE GOLD MINES COMPANY AND BRANSON GOLD MINES COMPANY 


.NG ALL OWNED BY IDAHO B IRTHDAY MINES COMPANY 


REPORT BY MILES P. ROMNEY 


FORWARD: 


The writer was on the property obtaining data, from the 5th of July, to the 3rd 
of August, and later returned on the 18th of August and remained until the 2nd 
of September, 1935. The data for this report was gathered during that time. 


ACKNO1LEDGMENTS: 


The writer wishes to thank Mr. Robert Gorlinski for the use of his notes in 
preparing a topographical map of the property, and for his valuable suggestions; 
Mr. Lewis F. Paddison, and Mr. Earl Hansen for suggestions on certain geological 
and structural problems; and Mr. Joseph D. Branson, Superintendent of the Birth-
day Gold Mines Company, for his cooperation and assistance during the writers 
visit to the property; and Mr. Ray E. Marsel for his helpful criticisms in pre-
paring this report for publication. 


LOCATION: 


The property is located in Boise County, Idaho, on the south fork of the Fay-
ette River, 12* miles east of Lowman,'Idaho. Lowman is located about 80 miles 
north and east from Boise, Idaho. The highway to Lowman passes through Horse-
show Bend, Banks, Garden Valley, and Grimes Pass. It is a graveled road, and 
is in fair condition. Between Grimes Pass and Lowman, the roadway is a single 
track road with turn outs for passing other vehicles, and is cut high on the 
canyon walls above the river. 


It is in the Banner Mining District, the headquarters of which is at Idaho City, 
Idaho. 


COMMUNICATION: 


A telephone line built for the U. S. Forestry Service passes by the property. 
The nearest phone is 1 miles up the river at Mr. George Casner's ranch. 


The mail arrives in Lowrnan from Boise on Wednesdays and Sundays. The service 
is very slow and is unsatisfactory for business purposes. 


TRANSPORTATION: 


Banks is the nearest rail point, about 50 miles from the property. Trucking 
from Boise is far more satisfactory for incoming supplies. At present, supplies 
are being trucked to the mine by a Boise concern at the rate of $8.00 per ton. 
The same company has offered to truck concentrates from the mine to Banks for 
$3.50 per ton. 


CLIMPiTE: 


The district is affected by the temperate west coast marine climate; although 
there is considerable snow falling during the winter, only a small proportion 
of it remains on the ground. There is very little wind during the winter, not 
enough to seriously affect traffic by drifting. 


The summers are normally cool and dry, the winds being only normal canyon 
breezes. The nights are cold and often ice is formed on quiet water. 


NATURAL FACILITIES OF TEE PROPERTY 


TIMBER: 


There is ample timber available for mining purposes. A saw mill 2* miles away 
is equipped to provide sawed lumber at very reasonable prices. Timber is more 
plentiful on the northward facing slopes than on those facing southward. The 
Birthday Gold Mines Company, and the associated groups, are located on the slopes
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facing to the South and the tiiriber on the claims is insufficient for long time 
operation needs. There is, however, an abundant supply of timber across the 
river, and timber claims should be located there. 


WATER: 


There is plenty of water available to supply all domestic, mining, and milling 
needs. The biggs homestead carries water rights in Eight Mile Creek, and these 
were acquired when the Biggs land was purchased by the Birthday Gold Mines Co. 
This water was formerly taken from Eight Mile Creek, and ran through a ditch 
about	 miles in length. This ditch is not usable at present. 


There are a number of springs on the property which are at present supplying 
water for all mining purposes, and domestic needs. 


The head waters of all the streams in the vicinity are in granitic rock, and 
the water is exceptionally soft. It should prove to be excellent for milling 
purposes: 


TOPOGRAPHY: 


The elevation at the camp is around 4,300 feet. The highest point on the 
property is Branson Peak, which is between 6,100 and 6,200 feet high. The 
slopes are generally even although very steep. The granite breaks down rapidly 
so there are few prominent outcrops. There are a few cliffs and rugged spots 
formed where aplite and basic dikes outcrop. Eight Mile and Kettle Crook run 
in deep V shaped canyons. The river canyon is rather broad in places. Three 
distinct river terraces show old levels of the river. 


EQUIPNENT USE!) IN MAPPING TOPOGRAPHY 


The notes made by Mr. Robert Gorlinski during his survey of the claims were 
available to the writer, and all elevations on the claims were established from 
these notes. For the supplementary work, readings were taken with a Brunton 
Compass, and distances were measured with a 100 foot chain. 


The west end lines of claims number 35-144 and 18 on the Payette group, and 
the line extending northward from the N. W. corner of fr7 to the N. W. corner 
of the Branson group, thence north across Eight Mile Creek to Packard Ridge, and 
thence both ways along Packard Ridge were all mapped from data obtained by a Brun-
ton and chain traverse. 


The area between the Payette River and Packard Ridge was mapped by observa-
tion only. As it is not company property, additional work was deemed un-
necessary. The road, the river, and the terminations of the semi-basic dike 
were mapped from data obtained by a Brunton and chain traverse. 


DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTIES ND EXTENT	 WORK TO DATE 


This report and the maps accompanying it deal with the Birthday Gold Mines Co.; 
The Payette Gold Mines Incrporated, and the Branson Gold Mines Incorporated. 
The holdings of the companies mentioned above are as follows: 


The Birthday Gold Mines Company consist of 17 unpatented claims, the Payette 
Gold Mines Incorporated consists of 14 unpatented claims, and the Branson Gold 
Mines Incorporated consists of 19 unpatented claims. With the exception of eight 
claims on the Branson group, all the claims have been accurately surveyed. Mr. 
Robert Gorlinski of Salt Lake City has charge of the surveying. 


These three properties are adjoining each other. Except where statements refer 
to specific locations, this report will deal with all three properties as single 
structural and geological unit. Much more development work has been done on the 
Birthday group than on the others, so most of the writer's information was gain-
ed from the study of this property. 


On the Birthday group three projects are under way, they are as follows: 


No. 9 tunnel on the Birthday group was driven 204 feet, and at 187 feet, the 
footwall of the vein was struck. A drift explored the vein 24' to the east of 
the tunnel, and 30' west of the tunnel. Then the writer left, work was being 
continued on the west drift. Vein pinched at 26' on East drift.
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No. 8 tunnel was dren 370 feet, and the vein was cut at 356 feet. A drift 
has been driven 32 feet to the west, along the b Dtwall. No commercial ore 
had been discovered in No. 8 workings at the time of the writers last visit, 
but mineralization was evident for small suiphide stringers ran through the 
vein material and altered material in the drift. 


Nol 4 tunnel on the Birthday group was in 202 feet, and the vein had not yet 
been encountered. The surveyor had estimated 220 feet to the footwall of the 
vein. 


On the Fayette Group: 


No. 12 tunnel was in 26 feet, and the estimated distance to the vein is 85 feet. 


n the Branson Group: 


The silver lead tunnel has been driven 120 feet, and the vein material was en-
countered at 103 feet, and another small vein was encountered at 115 feet. 


GEOLOGY: 


The property is located in a region of intrusive igneous rocks of two distinct 
periods of igneous activity. The principle country rock is a course textured 
granitic rock. It will be referred to as a granite based on examination of 
hand specimens. The granite is a portion of the great Idaho batholith. It is 
porphyritic in texture having feldspar phenocrysts up to li-" in lingth. These 
contain small biolite crystals enclosed within them. The granite weathers very 
rapidly into a coarse sand and this prominent outcrops of the granite are very 
few. 


The granite rock is considered to be of late createceous or early eocene age 
(U.S.G.S.-Bu114846). 


Intrusive into the granite are a number of dikes, aplite, diorite, andesite, 
diabase and a semi-basic dike have been identified by the writer. These 
dikes have been classified from examination of hand specimens only. The range 
is, however, from acidic to very basic types. The occurance of these dikes 
coincides very markedly with the descriptions of intrusive belts given by Ball-
ard, (Ida-Bur-Mines and Geology - B#9 ) and Rose (U.S.G.S. Bu114846-D.D.) in 
describing the Boise Basin region. In that locility the dike system is called 
the "porphyry belt", and considerable significance is placed upon the relation-
ship of the dikes to the economic possibilities of the associated quartz veins. 


After the granite mass had cooled and possibly partially exposed by erosion, 
a period of renewal egneous aotiyity occured and the magmas worked themselves 
into the granitic mass along zones of structural weakness resulting in the 
"porphyry belts". The "prophyry belt" strikes N.E S.W., that is the individual 
dikes strike generally in that direction. The dikes vary, however, between due 
north and south, and due east and west. The strike of the quartz veins is in 
the same quadrant as the porphyry dikes. The dikes are considered to have been 
intruded much later than the granite and are possibly iniocene in age. Vulcanizin 
of similar character and age is evident in many portions of south and central 
Idaho. 


The quartz veins are supposed by the writer to have been formed in the same 
structure, and during .the same period of activity as the perphyry dikes. The 
quartz veins were found cutting the aplite, but there were no surface exposures 
of the contacts between the diorite, semi-basic and añdesite dikes, to enable 
one to determine their age relationships to the quartz veins.. The diabase 
dikes clearly cut all other intrusives, including the quartz veins and are 
therefore younger than the others. 


The only sedimentaryies in the district are the recent river gravels, and 
the alluvial fans developed inthe mouths of gulches. 


The granite rock has very few outcrops, for it disentegrates rapidly into a 
coarse arkosic sand. Generally the outcrops are found to be the various dikes, 
and. the altered zones in the granite. There are a number of highly altered 
granite outcrops on the property which though they have very little true vein 
quartz showing, indicate hydrothermal activity. These outcrops are very prominent, 
and are easily recognized in the field.
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A green talcous mineral has been formed, probably at the expense of the bio-
lite, for little is to be . found in the latered material. These outcrops may be 
indicative of mineralizing activity. On claim #25, one such outcrop was noted 
containing considerable vein quartz. A sample taken of altered material and 
vein quartz in about equal amounts assayed 0.15 of an ounce gold per ton. This 
was the only sample taken on this type of an outcrop. 


STRUCTURE: 


The major structure'of the area follows a northeast, southwest trend. It con-
sists of a zone of weakness in the granitic batholith in which fracturing has 
occured, and into which has been intruded the maginas forming the dikes and quartz 
veins. A repetition of the structural features of this region is to be found to 
the southwest in the Boise Basin, and to the northeast in the Samon River dis-
trict. 


The aplite dikes lie in the N. W. quadrant, and therefore occupy a series of 
fractures distinct from those of the "porphyry belt" structure. As these dikes 
are earlier in age than the quartz and dikes of the "porphyry belt", and as they 
occur in a distinct structure, it is possible that the ap].ite is genetically re-
lated to the granite rather than tothe later intrusives. Clyde P. Ross (U.S.G. 
S. Bull-846-D.P. 242) states the same opinion in regard to Boise Basin: 


"The granitic rock in the Boise Basin is cut locally by aplite lamprophyre, and 
pegmatite dikes related thereto, and also by younger porphyritic dikes". 


The reason for assigning the dikes and veins of the "porphyry belt" to a much 
later age than the aplite is the market difference in the structure of the two 
This structure, is considered not' to be conclusive enidence, but to be strongly 
suggestive of an age difference. 


The cause of the disturbance which created the fissures in which the "porphyry 
belt" was formed is unknown, but it must have been wide spread, for numerous 
other mineralized areas in central and southern Idaho were created during the 
same disturbance, and the same period of igneous activity. 


(U.S.G.S. Bu114846-D.P.279) "It is manifest that the dikes of the "porphryr belt" 
follow a zone of structural weakness ------. This zone trends about N. 600E. 
Transverse to the trend of the Idaho batholith ------evidence is accumulating 
that in different parts of south central Idaho one of the major components of 
deformation affecting the Challis volcanics and more or less oloseby related to 
intrusion and ore 'deposition therein approximately accords in trend with the 
"porphyry belt" of the Boise Basin". 


The writer is making the further assumption that the "porphyry belt" in the 
district examined, is genetically related to the period of deformation and vul-, 
canizm described above. This assumption is based upon the structure in the area 
following the northeast southwest trend, and upon the similarity of the dikes 
occupying the stfucture and those occupying similar structures in other localties. 


DIKES: 


Aplite dikes are numerous on the property ranging from 6" stringers up to dikes 
several hundred feet in thickness. A sufficient number of contrasts were found 
to clearly establish the aplite as intrusive rather than a differentiate. 


The dike classed as diorite is a large persistent dike occuring across the norht-
em portion of the property. The dike is about 40' thick and it can be traced 
continuously for over a mile and a half. This dike as all the others have been 
classified by examination of hand specimens only. 


The dike classed as semi-basic is a large dike running across the southern 
portion of the Birthday group. It is covered by aluvium near the east end of 
B#23. The dike outcrops again on the north side of eight mile creek, and is 
tracable for two miles up the canyon. 


A1'DESITE: 


There are two small dikes classed as andesite outcropping in Branson Draw on 
B#8 claim. They are very small (3 '4t-) dikes, and were observed only in the 
one mentioned.
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DIABASE: 


There is a variety of fine grained dark colored dikes classed generally as 
diabase. There is very possibly a wide range of basic dikes represented. This 
group is the youngest intrusive in the porphry belt for they are found cutting 
all the other intrusive dikes and the Quartz veins. 


Age and structural relationship between the dikes and the quartz veins should 
be noted at every opportunity, for they may have considerable bearing upon the 
mineralization of the vein quartz. 


CHARACTER OF THE VEINS: 


There is a paralleled series of quartz vein outcrops on the property. A few 
of these outcrops are close enough together to enable one to trace the particular 
vein for some distance by these outcrops. The vein exposed at # 4 cut, can be 
traced several hundred feet in each direction by practically continuous out-
crops. 


In most cases, however, the outcrops are as far removed from each other as to 
make it impossible to definitely relate one outcrop to another. 


The veins exposed are composed of massive quartz containing sulphides of zinc, 
lead, and iron. The metal bearing minerals are primary dypogene, and were 
apparently deposited during more than one niineralizing process, for although 
there was no evidence of overlaping of minerals from different zones of deposi-
tion, the character of the ore indicates reoccuring mineralization. 


The minerals present in the veins indicate that they were formed under medium 
pressure and temperature conditions. In the oases where complete mineral 
analysis of the ore has been made, zinc usually predominates over the lead, and 
copper suiphides. Copper is very scaree but is generally found associated with 
the sphaletite. The veins as at present exposed were most likely formed in the 
upper middle portion of the misotherinal zone. 


In this zone deposition is usually fairly constant over a large vertical range. 
The mineralogy of the, veins indicates that they may be expected to continue to 
considerable depth. The Talache mine at Quartzburg Idaho, has been devebped to 
the 1,100 foot level, and the best bodies of ore are at present being worked 
from that level. 


The physical conditions which may have affected the deposition of the ore, such 
as the nature and extent of the fissures occupied by the veins, would have 
limited the length and depth of the ore chutes, regardless of the favorable 
mineralogy. Until further development work is done, the downward extension of 
the ore chutes remains a question. The evidence in relation to the vein structure 
is at present meager and there is really no basis for a statement, as to the 
propable structure of the veins. 


In speaking of the veins of the Boie Basin Ross (U.S.G.S. B#846-D. Page 277) 
has the following to say: 


"The tertiary deposits of the Boise Basin ------are of mesotherinal type, formed 
at intermediate temperatures and at depths of some thousands of feet below the 
existing suface ------.. In this district the containing rooks and governing 
strucutral conditions are such as to be persistent at depth, except for local 
interuptions, the lodes may well be similarly persistent." 


OXIDATION OF THE VEflIS: 


Oxidation has proceeded to very shallow depths on most of the outcrops observ-. 
ed. It is noted chiefly by the iron stained quartz. Highly leached honey 
combed quartz is very rare, in fact the actual weight change per volume during 
oxidation has been so sligh that it could hardly be determined. It is therefore 
safe to state that the precious metal value of the ore will not change appreciably 
from the oxidized into the sulphide zone. The veins have been weathered and re-
moved by erosion as rapidly as oxidation has taken place. There has been little 
opportunity for residual enrichment of the vein outcrops.
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WALL ROCK 


In the underground exposure of the veins, the wall rock is highly altered 
granite. The quartz and feldspar crystals are much larger than those of the 
adjacent normal granite. Pyritization is the most marked of the hydrothermal 
process. On the footwall side in #9 tunnel pyrites are visable to the eye 12 
feet from the contact. Pyritization is also present on the hanging wall, but 
not to the extent that it is on the footwall. A sample of the altered material 
when assayed showed a small amount of gold to be present. Seriticization and 
silicification is also evident in the wall rock. 


The wall rock is extremely hard and resistant. It is difficult to drill and 
it is strong enough to stand in mine openings without timbering, except under 
local conditions where it has beenshattered. 


FAULTING IN RElATION TO THE VEINS: 


Although there are numrous places on the property where faulting is either 
evident or suggested there was no evidence found indicating displacement of 
major proportions. Faults are evident at #9 tunnel and at 4 cut, and one is 
's'trongly suggested at the termination of the semi-basic dike against granite on 
claim #23. The Plan and Section Sheet illustrates the structure at #9. The 
fault at #4 is very small and the vein quartz is evident on the surface on 
both sides of the fault. The faults of #9 and #4 are strike faults, but slightly 
obligue to the strike of the vein. 


There is no evidence to give any concern so far as faulting of the veins is 
concerned, for minor offsets may be expected at any time, but major faulting 
of a complex nature Th unlikely to be encountered. 


(R.S.G.S. $846 D-P.253) "Crushed and altered rock has locally added ------
to the difficulty of keeping mine workings open ------but ------post mineral 
displacements have nowhere been largeenough to introduce and considerable corn-
location in the search for ore". (USGS # 846 D.P. 253) 


The structure of the district spoken of above is so similar to the Birthday 
district that the same conditions may be inferred to prevail there. 


WATER IN MINE WORKINGS: 


Considerable water is encountered in each of the three tunnels on the Birthday 
Group, #9 #8, and #4. 


In #9 tunnel the flow from the north was 2.5 gallons per minute. 
In #8 the flow measured 1.1 gallons per minute. 
In #4 tunnel the flow measured 2.16 gallons per minute. 
In #8 tunnel it is estimated that at least 50% of the water made in the 


tunnel seeps into the rock crevices again before reaching the portal of the tunnel. 
In #9 and 1/4 tunnels possibly 75% of the water reaches the portal. 


This amount of water may be expected to continue to flow, and it is entirely 
probable that additional water widl be encountered in further work. 


The water encountered in these tunnels plus the water in the two springs in 
Branson Draw, makes about 12 gallons per minute immediately available for 
mining and milling purposes. 


GEOLOGICAL SU]V]MARY: 


The Birthday and associated mining groups are located on an intrusive belt, 
occuring in a portion of the Idaho batholith. The intrusive belt consists of 
various types of prophyry, and quartz veins. The igneous activity giving rise 
to "porphyry belt" occurred during miocene time, (Page 242 of U.S.G.S. B. #846 D), 
and is related both in structure and in tñune of occurance to the Boise Basin 
"porphyry belts", and other mineralized areas of similar age thru out south and 
central Idaho. 


The age relationships of the veins and large dikes is undetermined but they are 
considered to be of approximately the same age,and to have been derived from 
the same magmatic source. The exception to this condition being the aplite which 
is earlier than the veins and prophyrys, and it considered to be genetically
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related to the granite. 


The veins are of the mesotherxnal type, and give indication of continuing to 
depth. Wether these veins do continue to depth or not depends upon the type 
of structure in which the veins were fromed. Whether these veins are deep 
continuous veins or whether they are short gash fracture veins is a question 
which will only be settled by further development work. 


Past mineral faulting is evident in the district but on such a samil scale as 
to be Of little iiportance in mining. 


RESULTS OF SAMPLING: 


The writer sampled every mineralized outcrop encountered on the three properties. 
A few of the outcrops have had sufficient work done on them to make it possible 
to take complete samples, but most of the samples were taken on email exposures 
of the vejns and they were taken 'w'ith the : purpose of debe :rtinin t1e presence 
of ore ber.1s rathQr t	 to place a market iralue oi the ore the out.cropn con-
tained. 


Any attempt to estimate the value of the ore in the veins by the results of 
samples taken to date is nothing more than misleading. The writer has found 
that there is an unusual discrepancy in the value of samples taken from vein 
material showing the same mineral character. For instance in #9 tunnel on the 
west drift, the writer sampled the face and received a return of 1.14 oz gold, 
the next round was sampled and the highest value received was 0.09 pz. The 
writer left the porperty at the time the last samples were taken. Mr. Robert 
Gorlinski, civil engineer, took a sample of the face as exposed by the next 
round and received a return of .41 oz of gold. 


The samples from #9 to date indicate that the ore exposed by the drifts ds of 
comniercial 'value but systematic and thorough sampling will have to be done be-
fore any definite estimate of the value of the ore can be made. 


The maajority of samples taken to date and expecially those taken on the suf-
face, whether giving returns of ounces of gold, or hundredths of an ounce of 
gold per ton, mean only that mineralization exists, and one should not interpert 
assays returns as representing the market value of the ore. 


Thirth eight sample's were taken by the author on the surface outcrops of the 
property. The highest showed 1.75 oz. gold, and two samples showed a trace only. 
The average for all samples was 0.12 oz. per ton. The average is not to be 
assumed as any indication of the returns to be expected but it is an excellent 
indication that mineralization has taken place throughout the area. 


In the future it would be advisable to confine sampling to the veins or ore 
bodies which are being opened up. Further sampling elsewhere is of no particular 
value. 


CONCLUSIONS AND REC0IUflENDATI0NS: 


I The presence of the ttporphyry belt" in the area being explored is a very en-
couraging factor, for in other close].y associated districts the veins producing 
the most valuable ore are directly associated with "prophyry belts" of the 
same character and origin. 


II The mineralogy of the vein material indicates that if mineable are bodies 
are discovered they will continue to considerable depth. The pysical con-
ditions affecting the depth and width of the ore bodies are as yet undefined 
and therefore the extent of the ore bodies is an open question. 


III The sampling done shows ore minerals to be generally present in all the 
quartz outcrops of the district. That #9 vein as exposed by the drifts 'to the 
east and to the west shows, by the samples taken, promise of developing into 
a workable ore body. The showing should be systematically sampled. 


That is all future sampling of the ore larger samples will help to remove the 
discrepancies that the smaller samples have shown to date.
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IV All the material facilities are present for mining operations. Location 
in relation to rail transportation is the chief draw back. However, by mill-
ing and concentrating the ore and shipping the concentrates, the extra cost 
per ton of ore mined will be about 35j. 


V That the number of veins and altered zones showing on the property clearly 
indicate that mineralizing processes were strong and wide spread. That there is 
a larg amount of ore on the property is a question to be settled lIiy further 
development, but the showing is favorable. 


RECONMENDATIONS: 


I That development work be continued at greater depths on the veins now opened 
up. The writer has particular reference to #9 vein. A shaft or winze sunk in 
the vein inateria would give valuable information on the structure on the fissures 
in which the ore occurs, and such information would define the nature of the 
other veins on the properties. 


II That the mineralized area on claim #25, Birthday Crroup be explored as soon 
as possible. It lies about 400 feet east of #25 discovery. The mineraliza-
tion showing on the surface and the return from a sample taken on the outcrop 
warrent opening this showing at depth. This is one of the highly altered zones 
on the property which in the writers opinion warrent investigation. 


III It is the writers opinion that after the present tunnels are completed all 
further development work be done by drifting or sinking on the veins. 


IV That timber claims be acquired on the south side of the river to insure 
sufficient timber for long time mining needs. 


V That every opportunity be uti&ized. to improve transporation and coimnunication 
facilities. A telephone connection is especially desirable.


MILES P. ROMNEY
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pflp3 ' pA y JND uiwon COLD MUi COLPJNY 
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ZO *LL O1EP BY IDM) t3IR?J3AY Z3E COIPJNY .	 — SN.. U *	 u, -u - u'IU—*w$ 


R7PORT Y MIUS P. 1OlitUT tlU 


- -. 


'The ritr ns on the propert obthtnin dwta,.	 the 8th of .Juy, to the 
34 of uuet, end lntør returne1 on the 18th Of Auut end rerined until 
'the 2nd at Sopttr er, 19$. The data for thit report vae iathered .dtring 
that tine.' 


rflr'r *1i -trlT * 	 r'$-fl* 


'The enter wshee to thank r. Robert Oorlineki for the use of his notea In 
prcparirq a topognapidoal p of the property, and for his valuable euggesttoni 
tr. Lewis F. Peddison, end !r. Fan hansen for eugeetions on certain roolog$.oftl 


and struotural probleiej and &. Joseph 1). Briweon, upez'intendent at' the Birth,. 
day o1d 1jO Corpany, for Me cooperation end assistance during the writers 
visit to the pro*rty; end "r, Ray h. are1 for his helpful criticisms in pre 
paring this report for publication. 


LOCMiON $ ,,r,r -. 


The property is located in Boise County,, Idnho' an the south fork of the Payette 
River, 12t muse east of Lawman, Idaho. Lawmen is located *bout 80 miles north 
end east from Boise, Idaho. The hir)ay to tosn passes throug)t horesehow 
Bend, Ranks, Cardan Valley, end Cr*mea PaSs. t is a z'aveled road, and is in 
fair condition. Between Orinee Pass and Lomnen, the roadway is a single track 
road with turn outs to i*sein other vehicles, end 15 out hirh on the canyon 
walls *boe the river, 


It is in the Banner inin Distriot, the headquar era of wh&oh is at Idaho City, 
Idaho. 


COMUNXCI$IO1 I, .j__' "--U _,•	 -S• ,—U 


A telophone line built for the U. S. o' atry Si- co passes by the property. 
The nearest phone is .1 miles up the river at th. Ceorge Ceenor' $ razoh. 


The mail arriusa in Lien from Boise on Wednced*ya and Sundaya. The service 
is very slow end is unsatisfactory for business purposes. 


8QT}1,* 


Banks is the nearest 'rail point, about SO miles from the property, &uolcing 
from Boiee is far more satiefeotory for 1noomin supplieS. At present, suppitee 
are boftg trucked to the mine by a Boise concern at the rate of (8.OQ per ton. 
The same company has of fored to truck concentrates from the mtne to Banks for 
t.5O . per ton.	 ' 


CL1 


The district ii affeóted by the temperate wost coast marine climate 51thouh' 
there is considerable snow f11in during the winter, only a small proportiox 
of it romaine on the round. There is very little wind dunin the winter 9 not 
enoub to seriously affect traffic by drifting.
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Thti'us.* into t}'e grvni.te *io a nuniber 	 pUte, dtorfte1 ttndetto, 
dibaae end a	 tu*baelc dike have been tdenttfied by the x'iter. Theee dtke8 
have b*,en oiiet9e6 tro ex*Mnation ot hand peoimene only. The rano te, 
hoovor, Ir'o!a no 4 die to very baeto typeu. T)ie occurance of thee. dikes ooinotde$ 
very iarkcdly pith the dosoriptione of intrusive belts riven by Ballard (Ida 
urd1inev and 02b,!y B49) end oee (U.S..$. Jull 4848 D. D) in deø.' 


ori4nr the 3oise Detain re'ton. Xn that locality the dike cyatem is called the 
"porphyry belt", nnd considerable tnifteanoe is pieced upon the rlattonehtp 
of th dikea to the eoonmio possibilities of the aeøooited quartz voin. 


Pftr the rantto netse had cooied and posoibly partiaUr oxpoeod by eroston, a 
period of ronowel eneoua activity oouroc3 and the ianae 'orkeI tac)vea 
into the ran tte neec alonr sense of etructural weakneea restlting in the 
ph) belte". The "por,byry belt" etrtke8 N. SW,, that &z the individuo) dikes 
strike ennrally in tl*t direction. The dikes vary, howver betweei due north 
and South, end due east and west. The strike of the quartz eine in in the eene 
quadrant as the porphyry dikes. The dikes era oonaidered to have been intruded 
muob lato than the granite, end are possibly r4ocene in age. Vuloanism 
of s!inilar chetrsnter and ee is evident in nafly portions of south and oontral 
Xdaho. 


The quartz veins are euppoesd by: the in'iter to have been corned in tho . ette 
itruotur's, and during 'the saris period of acoivty ac the porphyry diee. The 


aarts veins vcre found outttn the aplite, but there eorc no surfaco oxpouz'ee 
of the conteote between the diorite, s '-basic and andeeto dikee, to ezeble 
one to doterine their *te relationshipa to the quartz vetns The disbasa 
dikes clearly out all other intruetvee, inoludin the quartz veins, and ere 
therefore younger than the others. 	 .	 ...	 . .. 


• The only io8ientsrtes tn the district are the recent river ratrole, and the 
alluvial fans devoloped in the mouths. oe iUiChoS. 


The ranite rock has zery	 oLateropa tar it 4isoziteratee rap.diy into a 
eosres arkoeo sand. enera3.ly the o4tez'opS are found to be the various 
dikeS, and the altered zones in the rani1e. There are a m.mber o hhly 
altered ranitR outcrops on the propoz'ty wbteh thrurh thoy have very 1ttto jruc 
'vein ivarta ehowtn, indicate hydrothernal itct c vity. These outcrops are very 
prot*nent, end are easily rcconized in the 


A green ta.4oue nineral bee been forned prebably at the opsnee of the biolite, 
or little is to be found in tne latered natortøl, These outcropS nay be 


indicative of mtneraltztrx aotivty. On claim 6, one such outcrop was noted 
containin constdereblc vein quartz. A sample taken of altered natorisi and 
vein quartz in about eusl amounts assayed 0,15 of en ounce cold per eon. T)us 
wee the only aat*ple taken on this type ot an outorope 


The najor structure OX the area followa a northeast, southwest trend. t 
oonotete of zone of weakness in the reMtio trnthoUth in h1ch frac4-riri 
ha oceuzed, and into wMch hen been intruded the mgeo forming the dit on ni 
quarts veins. A ropettion of the atruotural Thaturoe o2 this region to to be 
found to tht3 couthest In the 13oie Beam, and to the northeast in the $almon 
River dietriot. 


The aplito dikes lie in the , . quadrant, and therefore ocoupy a aerie of 
fractur diatinot from 'those QI the "porphyry bolt" etruetuie As tbøse dtke 
are earlier in age than the qortz and dikea of the "porphyry bolt", and an they 
occur in a dietinot structure, it is poseibl that the apUte is gonctically







. 


i'1atod to the rnite rather than to the 2ater thtruatvea3 (1y4o P. Ross 
. .. (.U,a.,S. , Th1i$46.D.P. 242) atetes the	 opinion &n rogctrd to oi$e Bacins 


"The ranjtto rook n the oio 9asin lu out 1oosUy by spitte Ismprophyre, sand 
pepaatite dtket related thtreto, snd nleo by rounor porphyritte dtkes". 


'rho reaeon or aeenth the dks nnd veins of the *porphyry belt" to t much 
1ter r° than the pilte is the rarket dtfcrrnioo n the ctruoture o the two. 
Th i s structure Is constdored not to be oonoIueø evtdenco, but to b' trons1y 
el4ostive of an ape dif'erenoe. 


The cause of the d'Lstrubnnoe whiob created the faiscurea in whoh thc "porphyry 
bolt" was forned U unknown, but t nust have boon wide aprec1 ror numerous 
other nerclted areas in centrel 'nd southern Idaho iere or*tind during the 
same disturbance, and the same period of igneous totivity, 


(U.S.G.S. ull'484 '.D.P. 219) 91t is rmtnifeet that the dikes of the "porphryr 
belt" follow a sons of structural weakress	 'biS Sons trends about N.
6O0T. transverse to the trend of the Idaho batholith --- eviIezoe Ia acoumu* 
lating that in dtt'erent parts of south central Idaho one at' the major components 
of deformation at Ieoting the Challis voloanioe and more or lean oloeby relate4 
to intrucIon tu'd ore deposition thoren appr'oxmately accords in treid iith the 
1'porhyrr bolt" of the Boise aain". 


The n'Itor is making the further aesrition that the porphyry belt" ii the die-
trot eomined, is genetically related to the period of deformation and v*al-
canizn described above. This assumption is bascd upon the Etructure in the area 
tollowtnp the northeast southeet trend, and upon the similarity of the dikes 
000uinr the struoture and those oroupying ainilsr structures in ether localties. 


Aplte dikes are numerous on the property ran,ing from 6 rnra up to dikes 
aeeral hundred feet in thicknee. A suf'ficient ntmtbor of contrasts were found 
toclenrlr eatabl.Ieh the apl.ite as intrusive rather than a dfent!ate. 


•	 The dike olaseed as diorite is a large persistent dike ooaurin across the north-
em portion of the property. The dike is about 40 thick and it en be traced 
•continuouøly for over a !$le and a haltè This dike LS o.11 the others have been 


• olasatfiod by eathnatton of hand specimens only. 


The dike olaeOed as emi.basio is a larte dike running across the southaVn: 
portion of the irthday group. It is covered by aluviurn near the east end of 2'2$. 
The dike outoroe again on the north side of eight mile creek,' and !e tracable for 


o muse up the eanyona 


'L


There are two small dikes classed as andosite outcropping in 3ranson Draw on 
fl: claim. They are very entail (3'4') dikes, and viero observed only in the 
one mentioned, 


DIA3ASI: 


There is a variety of fine grained dark colored dikes classed generally as 
diabees. There is very poseibly waie range of basic dikes repr'sont3d. This 
group is the younraet intrusive in the porphyry bet for they are found cutting 
all the other intrusive dikc3 and the quarts veins.







. 


Ao and ntruotura. reltionebip between the dikes and the owirtz veins: 9hOuld 
be noted at vez'y opiortunity1 for they may have conaidernblc bearing upon the 


neralizstion of the vein ouartz. 


________ o	 _____ 
.1	 •-* -	 . L ir T1* 


There Is a *ialleled er1es f c arts vein outcrops on the pz'opert. A feoi 
these outcrops are close enough toi'othev teenable one to trace t}o rUeu1ttr 
vein for oono diatance by tb se otrope. The vein exposed at 4 cut, can be 
traced eevere3. hundred feet in eao direction by practically continuous outcrops. 


In tOa.t casea ho'7er, the outcrops ar as. far ronoved troi each other as to. 
ake it imossiblo to' definitely relate one outcrop to another, 	 :'. 


The 'veins oxpreed are composed of massive quartz containing suiphides of zinc, 
lead • and iron. The metal bearing ninoralo are pririary dypogeno, tmd wore 
apparently deposited during more than one Mnoraltzing process, for although 
there 'rae no evidence of ovorlpuig of minerals fron different 7oneS of deposition, 
the ohart3ter of the ore 5.ndicatee roocuring ri.inoraliation. 


The' r nor*le present in the 'vth'a indicate that they were formed under medIum 
presuro end temperature conditions. In the casee where complete mineral 
analysts of the ore bae been made, zino usually predominates over the load, and 
copper ouhtdes. foppor is very coaree but is generally found associated with 
the sphelrtte. The veins as at present oqosed were most likely formed in the 


• uppGrmidf1e portion of the misothorrnal zone. 


•	 this zone deposition is usually fiirly constant over a large ver' eel range. 
he m'tneralo'y of the veins indicates that they may bo epeotod to oo''binue 


to eons iderable depth. The Talohe Mno at uartzburg Idaho, has boon developed 
to the 1,100 foot level, and the beet bodtos ot' ore ar3 at present being worked 
f'on that level, 


The'phyelcai conditions which may .ave affected the deposition of the ore, such 
as the nature and ectent o the fissures occupied by the veins, would have 
limited the length and depth of' the ore obutos, regard3.•eee of the favorable 
nitneralogy. Until further development ork is tone, the downward extension of 
the ore chutes remains a question. The evidence in relation to the vein structure 
is at preEent tieagor and there Is really no baste for a atatement, as to the 
probable structure of the veine. 


In speaking of the veins of the Boise Basin Roes (U.S.G.S. B446D. ?ae 2:77) 
'has the foflowing to says 


"The tertinry deposits of' the Boise Basin 	 are of nesotherrtal type, formed 
at intermediate temperatures and at depths of some thousands of feet below the 
exictinp surface -.. In this district the contain1nf rocks and governing 
structural conditions are suoh as to b persistent at depth, except for local 
Interuptions, theodes may well be similarly persiett." 


OXDATI0N O TH, VIISS 


Ozidetion has proceeded to very shallow depths on moat of the outcrops observed. 
It to noted chiefly by the iron staIned quartz. tghiy leached honey cored 
quarts is vory rare, in fact tIe actual wotht change per. volume during oxidation 
has been so eiighttbat it could hardly be dcterrnined. It is therefore safe 
to state that the reoiouo metal value, of the ore will not ohnnge;,aprn'eoiably







. 


from the 'o*idised into the suiphide zone. The e. 'ins have been weathered and re-
moved by roeto' a t'ap&dly ns oridation han taken place. There has been little 
oportunty .or reedua1 enrichment of the vein outcrops. 


tLL RXKs	
0 


i r 
0i.is 


• in the und Z' ound exp urc of the veins, the wail roàlc is highly altered 
granite. The qunzts end f'e1dear crystals are much larer than those of the 
ftd.'jtocrnt norrtl tranite, Pyritizston iB the most marked of the hydrothermal 
procesE. On the otwall side in	 tunnel Writes are vieable to the eye 12 
feet from the contact. Pyrttts*tion is also present on the hanping wall, but 
tot to the e'tent that it is on the footwall. A sample of the altero4 rmterial 
'then aesare4 ebowod a smell smount o gold to be present. Serttictzation and 
ei1totioation is also evident in the wall rook. 


The iail rook is etremely hard and resintant. Zt is difficult to drill, and 
it is strOn(' enough to stand in nine crnentnga without thbertng, except under 
loorti conditions w1 tore it has been shattered. 


'Jt,'ITh N ftE1JsTtON ¶0 .	 ViXWS: 


lthou'h there are numerous piaoo5 on the property where faulting .s :cthÔr 
evident or eu 'cst4 there iraa rio evidence found indtoatin despacoment of 
naor proportions, ?aults are evident at #9 tunnel and at j4 out, and one is 
strongly suggested at the termination of the semi-basic dike against granite on 
claim 23. The Plan and Section Sheet illustrates the structure at qg. The 
fault at 4 is very eiail and the vein quartz is evident on the sur4'aoe on both 
sides oi' the fault. The faults of #9 and 44 are strike faults, but sltrhtly 
obltue to the etrike of the vein. 00	


0 •0•	 •, 


There is no evidence to ivø ar concern so fr an faulting oi the veins ic 
concerned., for ninor offsets nay ke expected at any tine, but major faulting 
of a complex nature is unlikely to be encountered.	 • 0 


•	 4Ø P.25$) "Crushed and altored rock has locally added ---
to the 3ii'?ioulty of keeping nine workings open -- e but ---- poet mineral 


• dssplaoenente have nowhere been large enough to introduce and considerable óom. 
0 • 


pitoation in the searoh for ore". (ti. 8. 0. 8. 	 46 I).P. 253)	
• 	 0 


The otructure of the district spoken of above is so etmthir to the Eirthday 
dietriot that the same conditions may be inferred to prevail there. 


0 


• MTTR IN INE OR3I1GS -	 --0	 0_ -0 - -0*-0_	 J 


Considerable water is encountered in each of the three tumels on the Birthday 
Croup, 49, 48, n4 4.	 0 


n 49 tunnel the flow from the north was 2.5 gallons per minute. 
In 48 the flow neasured 1.1 gallons per minute. 
In 44 tunnel the flow measured .l6 gallons per minutó, 
Zn 8 tunnel it is eetim ted that at toast 5O of the water made in the 


tunnel seeps into the rock crevices again ba'ore reaching the portal of the tiumel. 
in 49 and 4 tunnels possibly 781 of the water rcaohes.thG portal. 


This amount of water may be epcoted to continue to flow, and it is entirely 
probable that additional water 'ii11 be encountered in further work. 


The water' c.ocow.tered ifl those tunnels plus the water in the two springs in 
Rrsneon nraw, inkos about 12 gallons per rUnute immediately available for mining 
and milling purposes.	 0	 •	


0







	


"8'.	 1 
ZQICAt SU.RY, 


IUTWh.Y IWD Aasoewr) !4flG GROJP3 are located on an intru .tve belt,. 
ocirin in a portion qf the !3i'ho btttholjth, The intrusive belt consists of 
various types of porphyry, end cuertz vino. The iueoue activity giving raise 
to "porp^yry belt" uourred during nocene tixe, (ago 242 of TJ.S.O.3. T3, 846 D), 
end is related both is structure. and in time or oourance to the Boae aetn 
(orhyry belts", end othe m'nerelizo4 rcae of 	 titr ago thru out south and 
o'ntral daho. 


'e roltionehipe of the velne nd• large dikes s uMtennined but. they are 
considered to be of approinately the me ee 1 and to have been derived trom 
tho safle pr.uio source, The eootton to this condition being the splits 
:Moh in err'lior than the veitto end propbyrye, end it cc iderod to. be genetically 
related to the granite. 


The veins are of the nesothermal type, and gtvc indication of oont&nufiiig to 
deoth.	 these veins do continue to depth or not dpon4a upon the type 
of structure in vhich the veIns were formed. Vhothez' these	 deep 
eo,'tinuous veins or tethr tioy cre short sash fracture etns in a question 
which will only be cettled by further development work. 


Past mineral faulting is evidont in the district but on eub a small scale an 
to be of little importance in nning. 


RiStJL'TS Q! -	 . S 5L .JJ. 


The writer scnpled every minerclized outcrop encountered on the three propertIes. 
fe of the outcrops have hnd sufriolont work done on them to uake it possible 


to ta10 complete saapleti, but most of the samples tiere taon on small epoeures 
of th veins and they were taken with the purpose of èermining the presonos 
c" ore minerals rather than to piace a market value on the ore the outcrops 
contained, 


iy ettept to estimate the value of the ore n the veins by the results of 
e&ples taken to date is nothing more thau mialeading. The writer has found 
that there is an tmusal diocrepanoy in the value of samples taken from vein 
mitoricl showing the umne mineral charctez', For Instance In 9 tunnel on the 
went drift, the writer somolect the face and received a return of 1.14 Os gold, 
the not round was saiipled and the hiheet value redeved waS 0.09 pz. The writer 
left the nroDorty at the tmo the last samples were taken. 'fr. Pobert Gorlinald, 
civil en'ineer, took a sample c" tile face as exposed by the next round and receiv-
ed a return of .41. o&,of gold.	 .	 :.. 


The samples from 9 to date Indicate that the ore epoaed by the drit"tn is of 
comnercIa). '*lue but systematic and thorowh sampling will have to be done be-
fore any definite estimate of' the value of the ore can be nade 


The majority of samples taken to - date and eepoo.ially thoe.e taken on the eur. 
taco, vhotb'r pivIng returns of ounces ci' reid. or hundredths o' an otnoe of 
gold per ton, mean only that 'ners1tation extete, and one should not interpevt 
assays rotur*a as	 reeontfrr', the market value of the or. 


Thirty eight srap1e were taken by the author on the surface outcrops of' the - 
property. The highest showed 1.75 oz, ;old, and two sanples øbowed a truce 
only. The avorap e fur' *11 samples was 042 os, per ton. The average is môt to 
be assumed as any ndtcation of the returns to be expected but it is an excellent 
indicetion that ninoraiiztIon has taken place thouhout the area, 


Zn the future it would be advisable to confine sampling to the veins or ore bodIoø







. 


ihoh are beinj opened up. Further eenpling elnewhore te of no tirt.cu1ar value. 


COCLUJIQUS iUD RECOfl)PXON: 
I,_ ir	 .*	 5*. lIST	 r ti i - 


T The proseoe of the "porphyry belt in the area. bcin explored in a very on. 
corain9 aotor, for in other olosoly asaooiated dietritte the voine produoin,g 
the zot valuebie ore are óreotkr aeaoeia.ted with porphyry beta" oP the rne 
ohraoter end oiin. 


.1! The thwralor of tho vein naterial indioatcn that if tnineabie ore bodies 
aro rnoirared they ,il1 continue to considerable 6i'th. The ph'rsiea) eonditione 


ctui the depth end width of the ore bodies are ae yet undefired td there. 
tore the ectont of the ore hod	 e an open cuetion.	 - 


1fl :Thfl aipliii d	 -ehows ore !thterale to be generally present in ail the 
qi't outorope of te dietriot. That 49 vein e exposed by the drifte to the 
eset end to the wet ebows, by the sanple taen, promise ot' devolopin into a 
orktthlo ore body, The showiflg should be yeteetioally sampled. 


That. in all future sompUn of t}'e ore larger aenpies will help to renovo the 
acrepanelas that the eraller eanpies have shown to date.. 	 - 


-TV All the o.terial	 tlitee are i,resent for dnin operation.. Location .n 
r&tion to rail trenoraton tt the chief dre' baok.. Etowever, by milling and 
ooentratth t}e ore aM eH pinr' the cenoontratea, the otra cOst per ton of 


• ore iinad tU be about 


• - V That the nwther of veinS and altered zones howin on the- property olerly 
indionte that "tjnoralizin' nroeoesed were strong and wide p'read. That there 


- is e lerte etount of ore on the nroparty is a qaestton to bo settled by 1\irther 
devolopnent, but t	 in is favorable,	 -	 - 


C011DA!0NS, -- __ -* 51 I*_-1 


I Thet d robrrnnt work be continued at- greater depths on the veirui no opened 
up. Tie writer he partioulaP reference to 49 vain, A hsft or winze sunk in 
the vein terta1 would cive valuable information on the itructure on the f 
cures in whoh the ore occurs, and such lnormatton would døf&ne the nature of 
the other veins on the properties.. - 	 - -	 - 


IT That tho inerali;ed area -on claim 5, rtM-ay croup be explored as soon 
as oossible. It lies about 400 feet east of 25 discovery. The minoraliatton 
showing on the auroo and the return froa a sample taken on the outcrop warrent 
opening the howin at depth. This a one of the btphly altered zones on the 


• -- - property which in the writers opinion warrent investigation. 


•Tfl- It i the -writers opinion that after the present tur -ale are completed all 
- fur-thor developnent worlc be done by drifting or a-inking on the veins. - - 


V That timber claims be acquired on the-south said of the river to insure 
sufficient timber for long time ninin, needs. 


V That every opportunity be ttUized to improve trenepo*ttton and coiiunioatiofl 
fecilittea. A telephone connection is oepoiel1y desirable.


MILE3- P. R01NT
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BIRTHDAY GOLD MINES COMPANY, AND ASSOCIATED GROUPS 


FAYETTE GOLD MINES COMPANY AND BRANSON GOLD MINES COMPANY 


NOW ALL OWNED BY IDAHO BIRTHDAY MINES COMPANY 


REPORT BY MILES P. ROMNEY 


The writer was on the property obtaining data, from the 5th of July, to the 
3rd of August, and later returned on the 18th of August and remained until 
the 2nd of September, 1935. The data for this report was gathered during 
that time. 
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LOCATION: 


The property is located in Boise County, Tdaho, on the south fork of the Payette 
River, 12* miles east of Lowman, Idaho. Lowxnan is located about 80 miles north 
and east from Boise, Idaho. The highway to Lowinan passes through Horseshow 
Bond, Banks, Garden Valley, and Grimes Pass. It is a graveled road, and is in 
fair condition. Between Grimes Pass and Lownian, the roadway is a single track 
road with turn outs for passing other vehicles, and is cut high on the canyon 
walls above the river. 


It is in the Banner Mining District, the headquarters of which is at Idaho City, 
Idaho. 


COIVIMUNICATION: 


A telophone line built for the U. S. Forestry Service passes by the property. 
The nearest phone is 1* miles up the river at Mr. George Casner's ranch. 


The mail arrives in Lowman from Boise on Wednesdays and Sundays. The service 
is very slow and is unsatisfactory for business purposes. 


TRANSPORTATION 


Banks is the nearest rail point, about 50 miles from the property, Trucking 
from Boise is far more satisfactory for incoming supplies. At present, supplies 
are being trucked to the mine by a Boise concern at the rate of $8.00 per ton. 
The same company has offered to truck concentrates from the mine to Banks for 
$3.50 per ton. 


CLIMATE: 


The district is affected by the temperate west coast marine climate; although 
there is considerable snow falling during the winter, only a small proportion 
of it remains on the ground. There is very little wind during the winter, not 
enough to seriously affect traffic by drifting.
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The summers are normally cool and dry, the winds being only normal canyon 
breezes. The nights are cold and often ice is formed on quiet water. 


NATURAL FACILITIES OF TUE PROPERTY 


TIMBER: 


There is ample timber available for mining purposes. A saw mill 2- miles 
away is 'equipped to provide sawed lumber at very reasonable prices. Timber is 
more plentiful on the northward facing slopes than on those facing southward. 
The Birthday Gold Mines Company, and the associated groups, are located on the 
slopes facing to the south and the timber on the claims is insufficient for 
long time operation needs. There is, however, an abundant supply of timber 
across the river, and timber claims should be located there. 


WATER: 


There is plenty of water available .to supply all domestic, mining, and milling 
needs. The Biggs homestead carried water rights in Eight M.Ue Cree1:, nd these 
were acquired when the Biggs land was purchased by the Birthday Gold Mines co. 
This water was formerly taken from Eight Mile Creek, and ran through a ditch 
about 1* miles in length. This ditch is not usable at present. 


There are a number of springs on the property which are at present supplying 
water for all mining purposes, and domestic needs. 


The head waters of all the streams in the vicinity are in granitic rock, and 
the water is exceptionally soft. rt should prove to be excellent for milling 
purposes. 


TOPOGRAPHY: 


The elevation at the camp is around 4,300 feet. The highest point on the 
property is Branson Peak, which is between 6,100 and 6,200 feet high. The 
slopes are generally even although very steep. The granite breaks down rapidly 
so there are few prominent outcrops. There are a few cliffs and rugged spots 
formed where aplite and basic dikes outcrop. Eight Mile and Kettle Creek run 
in deep V shaped canyons. The river canyon is rather broad in places. Three 
distinct river terraces show old levels of the river. 


EQtJIPNENT USED IN MAPPING TOPOGRAPHY 


The notes made by Mr. Robert Gorlinski during his survey of the claims were 
available to the writer, and all elevations on the claims were established 
from these notes. For the supplementary work readings were taken with a Bru.nton 
Compass, and distances were measured with a 100 foot chain. 


The west end lines of claims number 35-14-I and 18 on the Payette group, and 
the line extending northward from the N.W. corner of -7 to the N.W. corner 
of the Branson group, thence north across Eight Mile Creek to Packard Ridge, 
and thence both ways along Packard Ridge were all mapped from data obtained 
by a Brunton and chain traverse. 


The area between the Payette River and Packard. Ridge was mapped by observa-
tion only. As it is not company property, additional work was deemed un-
necessary. The road, the river, and the terminations of the semi-basic dike 
were mapped from data obtained by a Brunton and chain traverse.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTIES D EXTENT OF WORK TO DATE 


This report and the maps accompanying it deal with the Birthday Gold Mines 
Company; The Fayette Gold Mines Incroporated, and the Branson Gold Mines 
Incorporated. The holdings of the companies mentioned above are as follows: 


The Birthday Gold Mines Company consist of 17 unpatented claims, the Fayette 
Gold Mines Incorporated consists of 14 unpatented claims, and the B ranson Gold 
Mines Incorporated consists of 19 unpatented claims. With the exception of 
eight claims on the Branson group, all the claims have been accura'tely surveyed. 
Mr. Robert Gorlinski of Salt Lake City has charge of the surveying. 


These three properties are adjoining each other. Except where statements refer 
to specific locations, this report will deal with all three properties as a 
single structural and geological unit. Much more development work has been 
done on the Birthday group than on the others, so most of the writer's informa-
tion was gained from the study of this property. 


On the Birthday group three projects are under way, they are as follows: 


No. 9 tunnel on the Birthday group was driven 204 feet, and at 187 feet, the 
footwall of the vein was struck. A drift explored the vein 24' to the east of 
the tunnel, and 30' est of the tunnel. When the writer left, work was being 
continued on the west drift. Vein pinched at 26' on East drift. 


No. 8 tunnel was driven 370 feet, and the vein was cut at 356 feet. A drift 
has been driven 32 feet to the west, along the footwall. No commercial ore had 
been discovered in No. 8 workings at the time of the writers last visit, but 
mineralization was evident for small suiphidestringers ran through the vein 
material and altered material in the drift. 


No. 4 tunnel on the Birthday group was in 202 feet, and the vein had not yet 
been encountered. The surveyor had estimated 220 feet to the footwall of the 
vein. 


On the Fayette Group: 


No. 12 tunnel was in 26 feet, and the estimated distance to the weinis 85 
feet. 


On the Branson Group: 


The silver lead tunnel has been driven 120 feet, and' 'the vein material was 
encountered at 103 feet 1 .and another small vein was encountered at 115 feet. 


GEOLOGY: 


The property is located in a region of 'intrusive igneous rocks of two distinct 
periods of igneous activity. The principle country rock is a course textured 
granitic rock. It will be referred to as a granite based on examination of 
hand specimens. The granite is a portion of the great Idaho batholith. it is 
porphyritic in texture having feldspar phenocrysts up to 1k" in length. These 
contain small biolite crystals enclosed within them. The granite weathers very 
rapidly into a coarse sand and this prominent outcrops of the granite are very 
few. 


The granite rock is considered to be of late oreataceous or early eocene age 
(U.S.G.S.-Bu114846).
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Intrusive into the granite are a number of dikes, aplite, diorite, andesite, 
diabase and a semi-basic dike have been identified by the writer. These dikes 
have been clissified from examination of hand specimens only. The range is, 
however, from acidic to very basic types. The occurance of these dikes coincides 
very markedly with the descriptions of intrusive belts given by Ballard, (Idam 
Bur-Mines and Geology - BØ) and Rose (U.S.G.S. Bull - #846 - D. D.) in des-
cribing the Boise Basin region. In that locality the dike system is called the 
"porphyry belt", and considerable significance is placedupon the relationship 
of the dikes to the economic possibilities of the associated quartz veins. 


After the granite mass had cooled and possibly partially exposed by erosion, a 
period of renewel egneous activity occured and the inagmas worked themselves 
into the granitic mass along zones of structural weakness resulting in the "por-
phy belts". The "porphyry belt" strikes N.E S.W., that is the individual dikes 
strike generally in that direction. The dikes vary, however, between due north 
and south, and due east and west. The strike of the quartz veins is in the same 
quadrant as the porphyry dikes. The dikes are considered to have been intruded 
much later than the granite, and are possibly miocene in age. Vulcanizm 
of similar character and age is evident in many portions of south and central 
Idaho. 


The quartz veins are supposed by the writer to have been formed in the same 
structure, and during the same period of activity as the porphyry dikes. The 
quartz veins were found cutting the aplite, but there were no surface exposures 
of the contacts between the diorite, semi-basic and andesite dikes, to enable 
one to determine their age relationships to the quartz veins. The'disbase 
dikes clearly cut all other intrusives, including the quartz veins, and are 
therefore younger than the others. 


The only sediinentaries in the district are the recent river gravels, and the 
alluvial fans developed in the mouths of gulches. 


The granite rock has very few outcrops for it disentegrates rapidly into a 
coarse arkosic sand. Generally the outcrops are found to be the various 
dikes, and the altered zones in the granite. There are a number of highly 
altered granite outcrops on the property which thrugh they have very little true 
vein quartz showing, indicate hydrothermal activity. These outcrops are very 
prominent, and are easily recognized in the field. 


A green talcous mineral has been formed, probably at the expense of the biolite, 
for little is to be found in the latered material. These outcrops may be 
indicative of mineralizing activity. On claim #25, one such outcrop was noted 
containing considerable vein quartz. A sample taken of altered material and 
vein quartz in about equal amounts assayed 0.15 of an ounce gold per ton. This 
was the only sample taken on this type of an outcrop. 


STRUCTURE: 


The major structure of the area follows a northeast, southwest trend. It 
consists of a zone of weakness in the granitic batholith in which fracturing 
has occured, and into which has been intruded the xnaginas forming the dikes and 
quartz veins. A repetition of the structural features of this region is to be 
found to the southwest in the Boise Basin, and to the northeast in the Salmon 
River district. 


The aplite dikes lie in the N. W. quadrant, and therefore occupy a series of 
fractures distinct from these of the "porphyry belt" structure. As these dikes 
are earlier in age than the quartz and dikes of the "porphyry belt", and as they 
occur in' a distinct structure, it is possible that the aplite is genetically
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related to the granite rather than to the later intrusives. Clyde P. Ross 
(U.S.G.S. Bull-846-D.P. 242) states the same opinion in regard to Boise Basin: 


"The granitic rock in the Boise Basin is cut locally by aplite lamprophyre, and 
pegmatite dikes related thereto, and also by younger porphyritic dikes". 


The reason for assigning the dikes and veins of the "porphyry belt" to a much 
later age than the aplite is the market difference in the structure of the two. 
This structure is considered not o be conclusive evidence, but to be strongly 
suggestive of an age difference. 


The cause of the distrubance which created the fissures in which the "porphyry 
belt" was formed is unknown, but it must have been wide spread, for numerous 
other mineralized areas in central and southern Idaho were creatind during the 
same disturbance, and the same period of igneous activity. 


(U.S.G.S. Bul14846-D.P. 279) "It is manifest that the dikes of the "porphryr 
belt" follow a zone of structural weakness -------. This zone trends about N 
60°E. transverse to the trend of the Idaho batholith ---------evidence is accumu-
lating that in different parts of south central Idaho one of the major components 
of deformation affecting the Challis volcanics and more or less closeby related 
to intrusion and ore deposition therein approximately accords in trend with the 
"porphyry belt" of the Boise Basin". 


The writer is making the further assumption that the "porphyry belt" in the dis-
trict examined, is genetically related to the period of deformation and vul-
canizm described above. This assumption is based upon the structure in the area 
following the northeast southwesttrend, and upon the similarity of the dikes 
occupying the structure and those occupying similar structures in other localties. 


DIKES: 


Aplite dikes are numerous on the property ranging from 6" stringers up to dikes 
several hundred feet in thickness. A sufficient number of contrasts were found 
to clearly establish the aplite as intrusive rather than a differentiate. 


The dike classed as diorite is a large persistent dike occuring across the north-
ern portion of the property. The dike is about 40 ' thick and it can be traced 
continuously for over a mile and a half. This dike as all the others have been 
classified by examination of hand specimens only. 


The dike classed as semi-basic is a large dike running across the southern 
portion of the Birthday group. It .s covered by aluviurn near the east end of B#23. 
The dike outcrops again on the north side of eight mile creek, and is tracable for 
two miles up the canyon. 


ANDESITE: 


There are two small dikes classed as andesite outcropping in Branson Draw on 
B#8 claim. They are very small (3'-4') dikes, and were observed only In the 
one mentioned. 


DLABASE: 


There is a variety of fine gained dark colored dikes classed generally as 
diabase. There is very possibly a wade range of basic dikes represented.. This 
group is the youngest intrusive in the porphyry belt for they are found cutting 
all the other intrusive dikes and the quartz veins.
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Age and structural relationship between the dikes and the quartz veins should 
be noted at every opportunity, for they may have considerable bearing upon the 
mineralization of the vein quartz. 


CHARAC TER OF THE VEINS: 


There is a paralleled series of quartz vein outcrops on the property. A few of 
these outcrops are close enough together toenable one to trace the particular 
vein for some distance by these outcrops. The vein exposed at # 4 cut, can be 
traced several hundred feet in each direction by practically continuous outcrops. 


In most cases, however, the outcrops are as far removed from each other as to 
make it impossible to definitely relate one outcrop to another. 


The veins exposed are composed of massive quartz containing sulphides of zinc, 
lead, and iron. The metal bearing minerals are primary dypogene, and were 
apparently deposited during more than one mineralizing process, for although 
there was no evidence of overlaping of minerals from different zones of deposition, 
the character of the ore indicates reoccuring mineralization. 


The minerals present in the veins indicate that they were formed under medium 
pressure and temperature conditions. In the cases where complete mineral 
analysis of the ore has been made, zinc usually predominates over the lead, and 
copper suiphides. Copper is very scaree but is generally found associated with 
the sphalerite. The veins as at present exposed were most likely formed in the 
upper middle portion of the misothermal zone. 


In this zone deposition is usually fairly constant over a large vertical range. 
The mineralogy of the veins indicates that they may be expected to continue 
to considerable depth. The Talache mine at Quartzburg Idaho, has been developed 
to the 1,100 foot level, and the best bodies of .ore are at present being worked 
from that level. 


The physical conditions which may have affected the deposition of the ore, such 
as the nature and extent of the fissures occupied by the veins, would have 
limited the length and depth of the ore chutes, regardless of the favorable 
mineralogy. Until further development work is iione, the downward extension of 
the ore chutes remains a question. The evidence in relation to the vein structure 
is at present meager and there is really no basis for .a statement, as to the 
probable structure of the veins. 


In speaking of the veins of the Boise Basin Ross (U.S.G.S. B#846-D. Page 277) 
has the following to say: 


"The tertiary deposits of the Boise Basin ------are of mesothermal type, formed 
at intermediate temperatures and at depths of some thousands of feet below the 
existing surface ------. In this district the containing rocks and governing 
structural conditions are such as to be persistent at depth, except for local 
interuptions, the Jodes may well be similarly persistent." 


OXIDATION OF THE VEINS: 


Oxidation has proceeded to very shallow depths on most of the outcrops observed. 
It is noted chiefly by the iron stained quartz. Highly leached honey combed 
quartz is very rare, in fact the actual weight change per volume during oxidatIon 
has been so slightthat it could hardly be determined. It is therefore safe 
to state that the precious metal value of the ore will not change appreciably
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from the oxidized into the suiphide zone. The veins have been weathered and re-
moved by erosion as rapidly as oxidation has taken place. There has been little 
opportunity for residual enrichment of the vein outcrops. 


WALL ROCK: 


In the underground exposure of the veins, the wall rock is highly altered 
granite. The quartz and feldspar crystals are much larger than those of the 
adjacent normal granite. Pyritization is the most marked of the hydrothermal 
process. On the footwall side in #9 tunnel pyrites are visable to the eye 12 
feet from the contact. Pyritization is also present on the hanging wall, but 
not to the extent that it is on the footwall. A sample of the altered material 
'when assayed showed a small amount of gold to be present. Seriticization and 
silicification is also evident in the wall rock. 


The wall rock is extremely hard and resistant. It is difficult to drill, and 
it is strong enough to stand in mine openings without timbering, except under 
local conditions where it has been shattered. 


FAULTING IN RELATION TO THE VEINS: 


Although there are nunrous places on the property where faulting is either 
evident or suggested there was no evidence found indicating desplaoement of 
major proportions. Faults are evident at #9 tunnel and at &4 cut, and one is 
strongly suggested at the termination of the semi-basic dike against granite on 
claim #23. The Plan and Section Sheet illustrates the structure at #9. The 
fault at #4 is very small and the vein quartz is evident on the surface on both 
sides of the fault. The faults of #9 and 4 are strike faults, but slightly 
obligue to the strike of the vein. 


There is no evidence to give any concern so far as faulting of the veins is 
concerned, for minor offsets may be expected at any time, but major faulting 
of a complex nature is unlikely to be encountered. 


(R.S.G.S. B#946 D-P.253) "Crushed and altered rock has locally added ------
to the difficulty of keeping mine workings open ------but ------post mineral 
desplacements have nowhere been large enough to introduce and considerable com-
plication in the search for ore". (U. S. G. S. #846 D.P. 253) 


The structure of the district spoken of above is so similar to the Birthday 
district that the same conditions may be inferred to prevail there. 


WATER IN MINE WORKINGS2 


Considerable water is encountered in each of the three tunnels on the Birthday 
Group, #9, #9, and #4. 


In 49 tunnel the flow from the north was 2.5 gallons per minute. 
In 48 the flow neasured 1.1 gallons per minute. 
In 44 tunnel the flow meaEured 2.16 gallons per minute. 
In 48 tunnel it is estinn ted that at least 50% of the water made in the 


tunnel seeps into the rock crevices again before reaching the portal of the tiinnel. 
In 49 and 44 tunnels possibly 75% of the water reaches the portal. 


This amount of water may be expected to continue to flow, and it is entirely 
probable that additional water will be encountered in further work. 


The water encountered in these tunnels plus the water in the two springs in 
Branson Draw, makes about 12 gallons per minute immediately available for mining 
and milling purposes.
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GEOLOGICAL SUIVIMàRY: 


THE BIRTHDAY AND ASSOCIATED MINING GROUPS are located on an intrusive belt, 
occuring in a portion of the Idaho batholith. The intrusive belt consists of 
various types of porphyry, and quartz veins. The igneous activity giving raise 
to "porphyry belt" accurred during miocene time, (Page 242 of U.S.G.S. B. #846 D), 
and is related both is structure and in time of occurance to the Boise Basin 
(porphyry belts", and other mineralized areas of similar age thru out south and 
central Idaho. 


The age relationships of the veins and large dikes is undetermined but they are 
considered to be of approximately the same age, and to have been derived from 
the same rnagmatic source. The exception to this condition being the aplite 
which is earlier than the veins and prophyrys, and it considered to be genetically 
related to the granite. 


The veins are of the mesotherinal type, and give indication of continuing to 
depth. Whether these veins do continue to depth or not depends upon the type 
of structure, in which the veins were formed. Whether these veins are deep 
continuous veins or whether they are short gash fracture veins is a question 
which will only be settled by further development work. 


Past mineral faulting is evident in the district but on such a small scale as 
to be of little importance in mining. 


RESULTS OF SAMPLING: 


The writer sampled every mineralized outcrop encountered on the three properties. 
A few of the outcrops have had suffieient work done on them to make it possible 
to take complete samples, but most of the samples were taken on small exposures 
of the veins and they were taken with the purpose of ermining the presence 
of ore minerals rather than to place a market value on the ore the outcrops 
contained. 


Any attempt to estimate the value of the ore in the veins by the results of 
samples taken to date is nothing more than misleading. The writer has found 
that there is an unusal discrepancy in the value of samples taken from vein 
material showing the same mineral charcter. For instance in #9 tunnel on the 
west drift, the writer sampled the face and received a return of 1.14 oz: gold, 
the next round was sampled and the highest value received was 0.09 pz. The writer 
left the property at the time the last samples were taken. Mr. Robert Gorlinaki, 
civil engineer, took a sample of the face as exposed by the next round and receiv-
ed a return of .41 oz.of gold. 


The samples from #9 to date indicate that the ore exposed by the drifts is of 
commercial value but systematic and thorough sampling will have to be done be-
fore any definite estimate of the value of the ore can be made. 


The majority of samples taken to date and especially those taken on the sur-
face, whether giving returns of ounces of gold, or hundredths of an ounce of 
gold per ton, mean only that mineralization exists, and one should not interpert 
assays returns as representing the market value of the ore. 


Thirty eight samples were taken by the author on the surface outcrops of the 
property. The highest showed 1.75 oz. gold, and two samples showed a trace 
only. The average for all samples was 0.12 oz. per ton. The average is not to 
be assumed as any indication of the returns to be expected but it is an excellent 
indication that mineralization has taken place throughout the area. 


In the future it would be advisable to confine sampling to the veins or ore bodies
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which are being opened up. Further sampling elsewhere is of no particular value. 


CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 


I The presence of the "porphyry belt" in the area being explored is a very en-
couraging factor, for in other closely associated districts the veins producing 
the most valuable ore are directly associated with "porphyry belts" of the same 
character and origin. 


II The mineralogy of the vein material indicates that if mineable ore bodies 
are discovered they will continue to considerable dipth. The physical conditions 
affecting the depth and width of the ore bodies are as yet undefined and there-
fore the extent of the ore bodies is an open question. 


III The sampling done shows ore minerals to be generally present in all the 
quartz outcrops of the district. That #9 vein as exposed by the drifts to the 
east and to the west shows, by the samples taken, promise of developing into a 
workable ore body. The showing should be systematically sampled. 


That in all future sampling of the ore larger samples will help to remove the 
descrepancies that the smaller samples have shown to date. 


IV All the material facilities are present for mining operation. Location in 
relation to rail transporation is the chief draw back.. However, by milling and 
concentrating the ore and shipping the concentrates, the extra cost per ton of 
ore mined will be about 35%. 


V That the number of veins and altered zones showing on the property clearly 
indicate that mineralizing processed were strong and wide spread. That there 
is a large amount of ore on the property is a question to be settled by ftirther 
development, but the showing is favorable. 


RECOMMENDATIONS: 


I That deve:bpment work be continued at greater depths on the veins now opened 
up. The writer has particular reference to #9 vein. A shaft or winze sunk in 
the vein material would give valuable information on the structure on the fis-
sures in which the ore occurs, and such information would define the nature of 
the other veins on the properties. 


II That the mineralized area on claim #25, Birthday Group be explored as soon 
as possible. It lies about 400 feet east of #25 discovery. The mineralization 
showing on the surface and thp return from a sample taken on the outcrop warrent 
opening this showing at depth. This is one of the highly altered zones on the 
property which in the writers opinion warrent investigation. 


III it is the writers opinion that after the present tunnels are completed all 
further development work be done by drifting or sinking on the veins. 


IV That timber claims be acquired on the south said of the river to insure 
sufficient timber for long time mining needs. 


V That every opportunity be utilized to improve transporthtion and communication 
facilities. A telephone connection is especially desirable.


MILES P. ROMNEY
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FORWARD, 


Th writer was on the property obtaining data, from the 5th of JU1r,; to the 
3rd of August, and later' returned on the 18th of' August arid remained until 
the 2nd of September, 1935. The data for this report was gathered during 
that time..	 S 
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The writer wishes to thank ?ir. Robert Goz'iinki for the use of	 j 
preparing a topographioal map of the property, and for his !vstuable suggestions; 
Mr. Lewis P. Paddison, and lr. Earl Haneen for suggeetions on certain p'eologtcal 
and structural problems; and Mr. Joseph D. Branson, Superintendent Of the Birth. 
day Gold iries Company, for his cooperation and assistance during the writers 
v&sit to the troperty; and ?1r. Ray F. a*'sel for his helpful criticisms in pro. 
paring thiS report for. pi4zicaton. 	 S 	 S 


WCINt	
S 	 S 	 S 


The property i.e. located in Boise Coint, Idaho, on the south fork of the Fayette 
River', ith miles east of Lowntan, Idaho, Lownian i.s loøated about 80 miles north 
and east from Boise, Idaho, The hihay to Lowmsn passes thr'oub Horsoshow 
!ond, 8anks, Garden Valley, and Crmee Pass. It is a rave1od road, and is n 
fair eoridition. Bett'ieen Gzlnes Pass and Lovman, the roadway is o single track 
road with turn outs for passing other vehicles, and is cut higlvon the canyon 
wails above the river.. 	 S 	 S 


Xt is in the Banner Mining Dstriot, the headquarters of which is at Idaho City, 
Idaho.	 S 


co ic i , 	 . S	 S 


A telophone line built for the U. S.. Foreatiy Serioo passes by the property, 
The nearest phone is 1 milo up the.river at Mr. George Casnor's renoh. 


The mail arrives in Lownian from Boise on Wednesdays and , Sundaye. The servtoe 
is very slow and is unsatisfactory for business purposes. 


TEANS?0RTATION, 	
S 


51.5. 


Banke is the nearest rail point, :sbout 60 miles from the property, Trucking 
from Boise is fax' more satisfactory for incoming cuppl.es. At pr4sont, supplies 
are bc'lng trckod to the mine by a 73oise concern at the rate of e8.00 per ton. 
The sane coripany ha offered to truck concentrates from the mne to Banks for 


	


3,5O per ton.	
. 


CLITEt i- .*m 


The dietrict is affected by the temperate wést . coastnaririe climate; although 
there i.e eonsiderable snow falling during the .trinter, only a small proportion 


it remains on the ground. There is very little wind during the winter, not 
enough to .*ex'iously affect traffic by. drifting..
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Xnt'uSive Into tile granite ax a ruthtbér of d.ikós, apiite, dtorite, andeite 
diabase frtd a eemi"baalc dike have been tdentified by the vr1ter, Theae dikes 
have been olissified from examination or hand specintens only. The range is, 
however, from acdio to very baeio types. The ooeurnce of these dikes ooineidee 
very markedly with the descriptions of intrusive belts given by Ballard, (Ida 
Bu'1ines and (eology B9) and Rose (.S.GJ. Bull #846 D. D.) in dee. 
cribing the Boise Basin region. In that locality the dike system. is called the 
"porphyry belt" 9 and considerable ainifioanoe is placed upon the relationship 
of' the dikes to the economic possib.littes of the associated quartz veins. 


After the granite me.ss bad cooled and possibly partially exposed by Qrosion, a 
period of renewel eneous activity ooured and the magras worked thenselves 
into the granitle mass along zones of structural weakness resulting in the "por 
pI'y belts". The "porphyry belt" strikes NJ 3,W., that is the individual dikes 
strike generally n that direction, The dikes vary, however, between due north 
ejid south, and due east and west. The strike of the quartz eine Id in the same 
quadrant as the porphyry dikes. The djke are considered to have been intruded 
much later than the granite, and are possibly miooene in age. Vialoanizm 
61 similar character and age is evident in 'nany portions of south atd central 
Idaho, 


The quartz veins are supposed by the writer to hare been formed in the same 
structure, and during the same period of activity as the porphyry dikes. The 
quartz veins were found cutting the aplite, but there were no surface exposures 
of the contacts between the dior.tte, aemi'basio and andesite dikes, to enable 
one to determine their ago relationships to the quartz veins. The disbase 
dikes 4early out all other intrusives, including the quartz veins, and are 
therefore younger than the others. .	 .... 


The Only sedthentaries in the district are the recent river grauels, and the 
allixuial fans developed in the mouths of gulches. 


The granite rock has very few outcrops for it disentegrates rapidly into a 
coarse arkosic sand, Generally the outcrops are found to be the various 
dikeS, and the altered zones in the granite. There are a number of highly 
altered granite, outcrops on the property which thrugh they have very little true 
vein quartz showing, indicate hydrothermal activity. These outcrops are very 
prominent, and are easily recognized in the field. 


A green talcous mineral has been formed, probablyat the expense of the biolite, 
for little is to be found in the latered mater±ai.. These outcrops may be 
indicative of mineralizing activity. On claim #5, one such outcrop was noted 
containing .00niderable røin quartz.. A sample taken of altered material and 
vein quartz in about equal amounts assayed 0.15 of an ounce gold per ton. This 
was. the only sample taken on this type. of an outcrop. 


TRUCTTE, 


The major structure of the area follows a northeast, sout1est trend. It 
consists of a zone of weakness in the granitio batholith in wüch fracturing 
has occurad, and into which has been intruded the maginas forming the dikes and 
quartz veins. A repetition of the structural features of this rogion is to be 
found to the southwest in the Boise Basins and to the northeast in the Salmon 
River district.	 .	 . 


,T aplite ikea lie n the N. ,W. quadrant, and thorefore occupy a. series of 
fractures distinct from those of the "porphyry belt" 3truoture. As theae dikes 
are earlier in age than the quartz and dikes of the "porphyry belt", and as they 
occur ma distinct structure 1. it is possible that the aplite is genetically
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reitd to the granite rather than to the later intrusives. Clyde P. Ross 
(U.$.c;.s. Bu11 . 846-D.P. 242) states the same opinion in regard to o&se Basins 


"The granitio rock n the Boise Basin is out locally by ap]3te1 lamptophyre, and 
pepmatite dikes related thereto, and. tilso by younger porphyritto dikes". 


!rhe reason for assigning the dikes and veina of the "pçrphyry bolt" to c much 
later are than the aplite IC the iarket &tfferenoe In the structure of the two. 
This structure is conside'ed not to be conclusive evidence, but to be strongly 
suggestivo of an age difference. 


The cause of t}e detrubanoe which created the fissures i.n which the "porp}yX"y 
belt" was formed is unkno 7n, but it must have been wide spread, for ntnierous 
othQr mineralized areas in oextral nd southern Idaho were croatind during the 
5ame disturbance, and the same period of igneous activity. 


(u.s.o.s. Bu114846...1.P. 279) "It is manifest that the dikes of the "porphryr 
belt follow s zone of struoturel weakness	 This zone trends about N. 
600L transverse to the trend of the Tdaho baholith	 evidence is aooumu 
latrig that in different parts of south central Idaho one of the major ompononts 


deformation affecting the Challis volcanias and more or less closeby related 
to intrusion and ore deposition therein ap'oroxtmately accords in trend with the 
"porphyry belt" of the Boise Basin". 


The writer is making the further assumption that the "porphyry belt' in the dis 
triot examined, is genetically related to the period of deformation and vul* 
cant zm described above. This assumption is based upon the structure n the area 
following the northeast southwest trend, and upon the similarity of the dikes 
ocoipying the structure and those oeo'apying sinilar structures in other looalties. 


IKFS. 


&pltte dikes are numerous on the property ranging from 6" stringers up to dikes 
eeeral hundred feet in thickness. A sufficient number of contrasts were found 
to clearly establish the aplite as intrusive rather than a differentiate. 


The dike classed as diorite is a large persistent dike occuring across the north 
em portion of the property. The dike is about 40 ' thick and it cnn be traced 
oo'itinuously for over a mile and a half. This dike as all the others have been 


• claSsified by examination of hand s,peci.ens only.	 .:'.' 


The dike classed as semii.basic is a large dike running across the southern 
portion of the Uirthday group. It is covered by aluvium near the east end of $23. 
The dike outcrops again on the north side of eight tails creek, and is tracable for 
two miles up the canyon.	 . 


ANDESITE: 


There arO.two small dikes classed as, andesite outcropping in Branson Draw on 
B8 claim. They are very small (3'-4') dikes, and were observed only in the 
one mentioned,.	 . 


DIABSs	 ,	 , 


There is a variety of fine gained dark colored dikea classed generally as 
diabase. There is very possibly a wade range of basic dikes represented. This 
group is the youngest intrusive. In the 'porphyry belt for they are found 'cutting 
all the other intrusive dikes' 	 the quartz veins,
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GTOLGI CAL SWMAYs 


T1'IE BIRT DAY .tJTD ASSOCIATED MINING GROUPS are located on an intrusive belt, 
ooóur:tng in a portion of the idaho batholith, The intrusive belt consists 'of 
various types of POrPhYZ'Y, and quartz veins. The igneous activity giving raise 
to "porphyry belt" acourred during miocene tme (Page 242 of U.S.G.S. B. #846 D), 
and is related both is structure and in time of ocourance to the Boise Basin 
(porphyry belt&', and other mineralized areas of snailar age thru out south and 
central Idaho. 


The ae reletionships of the veine and large dikes is undetermined but. they are 
considered to be of approximately the same ago, and to have been derived from 
the same namatio source, The exooption to this condition being the áplito 
which .s earl.er than the veins and prophyr'ys, and it considered to be genetically 
r1ated to the granite.	 •,	 . 


The veins are of the mesothormal typo, and give indication of continuing to 
depth. Whether these veins do oontinO to depth or not depends upon the typo 
of structure in 'which the veinø wore rormed. Whether these veins are deep 
continuous veins or whether they are short gash fracture veins is a question 
which will only be settled by further development, work. 


: 8 t mineral faulting Is evident in the district but on such a small ceale ae 
to be of little importance in mining. 


iESULTS OF •SIMPLING: 


The writer sampled every mineralized outcrop encountered on the three propertiee 
A few of the outcrops have had suffieient work done on then to mai;e it ossb1e 
to talo complete samples, but most of the samples were taken on small exposureS 
Of the veins and they were.taken with the purpose of termining the presence 
o ore minerals rather than to plao a market value on the ore the outcrops 
contained. 


•	 Anp attempt to estimate the value of the ore in the veins by the results of 
samples taken to date is nothing more than misleading. The writer has found 
that there ic an unusal discrepancy In the 'value of samples taken from vein 
material showing the same mineral aroter. For Instance in 9 tunnel on the 
'west drift, the wrIter sampled the face and received a return of 1.14 q gold, 
the next round was sampled and the highest value received was 0.09 pz. The writer 
left the property at the time the last samples were taken. Mr. Robert Gorlinaki, 
olvIl engineer, took rt sample of the fc,e as exposed by the next rour$ and reaeiv 
ed a return of 41.	 of 'gold. • • 


The samplec from #9 to date indicate that the ore exposed by the drifts is of 
connuercial value but .systematio and thorough sampling 'cull have to be done be' 
fore any definite ostiate of the valuo of the ore can be msde.. 


The majority of amp1es taken to date and especially those taken on the sur-
face, whether giving returne'of ounces of gold, or hundredths of an ounce of 
gold per ton, mean only that mineralization exists, and one should not interpert 
assays returns as representing the market value of 'the ore. 


Thirty eight samples were taken by the author on the surface outcrops of the 
property. The highest ahowOd l'.7S oz. gol4, and two samples showed a trace 
only. The average for all samples vas 0.12 oz. per ton. The average Is not to 
be assumed as any indication of the. returns to be expected but it Is an excellent 
Indication 'thatmineralization has 'taken place throughout the area. 


In the future it would be advisable to confine sampling to the veins or ore bodies







S 
which at's being opened up. 1'urther' sampling elsewhere is of no, particular value. 


coflcLusioNS A1D RECOEIAflONS: 


I ho . presence of the "porphyry belt. in the area being explored is a very en-
oouragin r factor, for in other oioseiy associated districts the veins produoing 
the most valuable ore are directly associated with "porphyry belts" of the same 
oharacter and origin.	 ' 


fl The mincralogy of the vein ateril indicates that if mineable ore bodies 
ar th.seovered they will continue to oonsi.derablo dlpth. The phrsical conditions 
affecting the depth and width of the ore bodies. are as yet undefined aid there-
fore the extent of the ore bodies is on open question, 


"'III The sampling done shows ore minerals to b generally present In al the 
qiartz outcrops of the district. That #9 vein aS exposed by the drifts to the 
east and to the west shows, by the samples taken, promise of developing into a 
workable ore body. The Showing should be systematically sampled. 


That in all future sampling of t1e ore larger samples will }elp to remove the 
desorepancies that the smaller samples have shown to date. 


IV All the material facilities are present for mining operation. Looaion in 
relation to rail transporation is the chief draw back.. However, by milling and 


• 'àoncèntrating the ore and shipping the concentrates, the extra cost per ton of 
• ore mined will be about soe. 


V That the nwnber of veins and altered zones showing on the property clearly 
indicate that mineralizing processed were strong and wide spread. That there 
is a large amount of ore on the roperty is a question to be settled by further 
development, but the Showing is favorable, 


RE'C014NDATI0N$: 


I That devoment work be continued at greater depths on the veins now opened 
up. The writer has particular reference to #9 vein.. A shaft or winze sunk in 
the vein material would give valuable information on 'the structure on the fis-
eures In which the ore occurs, and such Information would define the nature of 
the 'other veins on the properties.	 ,' 


Ii That the mineralized area on claim -5, Birthday Group be explored as soon 
as possible. it lies about 400 feet east of 425 discovery. The mineralization 
showing on the surface and the return from a sample taken on the outorop warrent 
opening this showing at depth. Thts is one of the highly altered zones on the 
property which in the writers opinion warrent. investigation. 


'1.11 It is the writers opinion that after the present tunnels are completed all 
further development work be done by drifting or sinking on the veins. 


IV That timber claims be acquired on the south.said of the river to insure 
sufficient timber for long time mning needs. 


V That every opportunity be utilized to Improve transpoxtion and communication 
facilities. A telephone connection is espeáially desirable,


MILES P. ROMMEY
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SHIPMENTS MADE TO DEC • 31 • 1950 FROL 


IDAHO BIRTI)AY IVIINE, NEAR LO1J1VLAN, IDAHO 


NO. DRY GOLD SILVER	 LEAD COPPER	 ZINi 


9-28-36 1 84,434 .197 .5 1.1 


7-12-38 2 19,996 1.585 1.1 


8-26-38 3 19,874 1.72 1.2 


7-28-39 4 10,098 1.923 1.35 


11-2439 5 Cts. 732 4.805 4.05 


12-4-39 


12-6-39


6 Cts. 


7 Cts.


803 


69


6.213 


20.755


3.55 


9.8	 .55 .	 .75 


12-19-39 8 Cts. 336 28.564 13.9	 1.15 .1 


1-6-40 9 Cts. 700 55.606 27.62	 2.45 


1-25-40 10 Cts. 466 58.805 29.27	 3.00 .17 


2-23-40 11 Cts. 310.7 23.18 11.87	 .50 


3-18-40 12 Cts. 466 18.94 10.12 


4-9-40 13 Cts. 448 27.417 13.97	 .90 


4-9-40 14 Cts. 263 50.487 26.07	 1.95 .1 


4-16-40 15 Cts. 332 54.687 31.3	 2.7 .19 


4-23-40 16 Cts. 328 52.217 26.55	 2.8 .15 


5-3-40 17 Cts. 294 84.865 39.35	 4.1 .16 


5-21-40 18 Cts. .	 594 115.26 63.62 


5-1-40 19 21,384 2.46 1.6	 .3 .10 


5-21-40 20 101,342 2.61 1.67 .10 


5-23-40 21 Cts. 234 .91.73 49.62	 6.6 


6-7-40 22 Cts. 264.4	 101.24 55.57	 3.85 


6-12-40 23 Cts. 402 23.48 15.7	 1.45 .20 


6-19-40 24 18,546 2.10 1.57 


6-18-40 25 Cts. 100 21.597 13.17	 1.50 .12 


6-26-40 26 .	 20,148 2.485 1.87 


7-8-40 27 27,414 1.61 1.66	 .90 .15 


7-18-40 28 21,680 1.607 1.45 


8-14-40 29 10,658 .325 1.02 


8-13-40 30 12,942 2.227 1.35 .15 


8-16-40 31 Cts. 1,052 27.34 2082	 2.35 .10 


8-28-40
32CtS. 2,402 8.817 8.47 .10 


...........................


I 
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. DAT1 LOP POLThUS OZS. OZ % 
• JL • -• ••	


_$o. r _ DRY SILVXR LEAD • çPi	 ZINC 
,- 


9-28-36: . . .	 1 84,434
.	


.19.? .5 '.	 1.1 .,
. 


1u'12 .i38	 2 19,996 1.585 1.1 


8-2648 3 19,874 1.72 1.2 


?. 2849 4 10,098 1.923 1.35 


11-4-39 5	 Cts. 732 4.805 4.05 


12-4 .39 6	 ct. 803 6.213 3.55


r •75 12-6'$9 7	 Ct. 69 20.755 9.8 .55 


1249-39 8	 Cts 336 28.564 13.9 1.5 .1 


1-640 9	 Cts. 700 .	 55.606 27.62 2.45 


1-254b 10	 Ots. 466 58.805 29.27 . 3.00 .17 


2-23-40 11 -Ct. 310.7
.'	


2.18 11.87 .50 


31840 12... Cts. 466 18.94 10.12 . 


4-9-40 13	 Cts. 448 27.417 13.97 .90 . 


4940 14	 Cts.. 263 50.487 26,07 1.95 .1 


4-16.40 . 15	 Cts. 332 54.687 31.3 2.7 .19 


4.23-40 16	 Cts. 328 52.217 26.55 28 .15 


53-40 17	 Cts. . 294 84.865 39.35 4.1 .16 


5!21-40 18	 Cts. 594 .	 115.26 63.62 


5-21-40 19 21,384 2.46 1.6 .3 40 


5.i.21 .40 20 101,342 2.61 1.67 .. .10 


5-23.40 ^1	 Ctc. 234 91.73 49,62 6.6 


6-7-40 22	 Cta. 264.4 101,24. 55.57 3.35 


642-40 23	 Cta. 402 23,48 15.7	 . 1.45 .20 


6-19-40 24 18,546 2.10 1.57 


6-18.40 25 - Cts. 100 21.597 13.17 1.50 .12 


6-26-40 26 20,148 2.485 1.87 


7-8-40 27 27,414 .	 1.61 1.66 .90 .15 


7-18-40 28 21,680 1.607 1.45 


8-14-40 29 10,658 .325 1.02 


8-13-40 30 12,942 2.227 1.35 .15 


8-16.40 31 - Cts. 1,052 27.34 20.82 2.35 UO 


8-28-40 . 32	 Cts. 2,402 .	 8.817 f47 .10
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LOT oiMts -'	 zs, 
NO. D1Y GOLD SILVER LEAD 


Tt	 .... i	 -i..-ii CO?PIa	 ZINC .:mrTr. ___tu	 tt:-n:.t : ii-r:r--ri.. 


4028-41 68 40,668 .12 .90 .20 


4u.28!41 66	 Cta, 266 '74.30 67.22 4.0	 .52 


5o6a41 67 41,190 .1 1.0 .25 


Su'15ø41 68 - Cts. 460 52,25 1,95 .80 


5a1i41 69 43.206 .576 .40 .12 


u26'!.41 10 42,452 .676 .70 


52.41 71	 Ct8, 224 64,515 40.725 1,75 ,15 


618.'41 cts, 64 24.072 21.10 2.45 .27 


7.%41 • ate. 490 11.885 8.46 1,35 .13 


7.28.41 Id	 Ct. 696 2.375 14.725 2.10 


8241 75 • Ct$. 380 12.49 7.72 1.10 U6 


8.0-41 76 • Ca. 200 11.18 6.55 1,10 .27
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t.#?*4p 3 iO.570 I.331 2..O7 


9.4.40 4 Cte. 2,02% .O?2 2.t'7 


api.4O	 6 Ct. 28Q5 p.485 ,4B 


e p $ I.4 36 Ctu. 22Q ZO44 6.95 


$'O 37 cts. 798 Piø 12e3? 1ö40 
. 


jO44Q ;	 tee Q48 2o.17 3•4Q	 < 


10 . 1.40 39 Ctee 404 ?*97 18L3O .10 


10.21.40 40 28,020 1,405 leO? 


''2S4O 43. 27,610 2,3 1,85 7O 


42 24,260 2.3.18 1,42 


43 30,930 1.21 •98 


1O..16w40 44 22,200 1.44? 1,$O .60 


24,3.86 1655 1,28? .60	 .08 


11 ..2B*40 4$ 21,052 1.110 1.02 40 


12.84 4? 21,784 ...	 .1434 ,92 .40. 


1242w40	 . 48 21,212 . 1.425 1,07 .60 


12.1'u'40 49 Ct, 461 10.13. 39.18 3.60 


'40 50 29,156 1.265 1.2? .80 


1.4.41 61 3.8,724 1,42 1.45 .80	 12 


1.21.41 52 43,056 ,090 .80 


394.43.. 5$ Cts. 424 84.14 43,48 440 


218..4,1 . .	 . 54 •..	 ,,.•	 .192 1.09 ..	 .	 .,. 


3*15.41	 . 66 914 ?.83 46.15 4.	 .15 


72 


5? 00 .	 . 54,22 81.278 4,40 . 


44?41 :	 .60 31.92 5.20	 . ,11 


4iO.41 $9	 . 23,484 .	 .79 .56 


414*41 60 Ct. •53,0 31.87 4.8O	 •17 


(3 $3Q .	 (34.218 50.85 7.80	 ......13 


445.41 82 Ot. '3,G30 .	 .425 .70 . 


424.41 (33 43,3.02 .	 .42 .	 .50 


428a41	 . . 64 Cte. 280 .52.25 1O&.25 4.8	 .45
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4$ø4 06 40,668 .72 •DO •20 


4841 60 * 266 74,30 67,22 4.0 .32 


6? 41,190 ,81 1.0 .25 


545041 60	 Cts, 460	 6S,G8 52,2 1.95 .30 


5o1641 9 45.206 ,576 .40 42 
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